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The complexity of databases is increasing considerably and continuously. Data-
bases of enterprises and information-intensive organizations typically have hun-
dreds of interlinked tables. Understanding and exploring these databases through
useful queries are becoming more and more challenging. Conventional database
schema is not sucient to address this type of problem.
In this dissertation, we propose approaches to extract new schema infor-
mation from relational databases to facilitate user interaction with databases.
More specically, we rst extract schemas from query logs to help users for-
mulate complex join queries over databases lacking of conventional schema. Sec-
ondly, we propose a novel schema summarization method for complex databases.
The resulting summary serves as a quick overview of the main content of the
database. Lastly, we design algorithms to generate adaptive summary graphs
based on user-specied query tables, which reect the relationships among these
tables through important intermediate tables and joins. Besides addressing the
ix
above three problems, we also propose new distance metrics over schema tables.
Extensive experiments are conducted over real data and benchmark databases
to evaluate the effectiveness of our proposed methods.
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1CHAPTER 1
Introduction
In the information era, huge sets of data are being generated every day. The
value of data depends heavily on the effectiveness and efficiency of the way
people access and manage it. To this end, Relational Database Management
Systems (RDBMS), based on relational model, are built to help people store,
manage and manipulate massive data in an efficient and structured way. Fa-
cilitated by powerful query languages such as the Structured Query Language
(SQL), users are able to describe their desired information as query statements,
and the underlining RDBMS is responsible for the execution of these queries.
As the complexity of datasets grows, using the database is becoming more
and more difficult. Among the most complex ones, the databases of enterprises
and information-intensive organizations easily contain hundreds to thousands
of inter-related data tables, which they rely on for everyday business processes.
2Understanding and exploring these databases by composing useful data access
queries are extremely challenging. New tools and methodologies are thus re-
quired to assist users in working with such complex relational databases.
1.1 Relational Database Exploration
A database is a collection of related data. For example, a medical database
may contain information about entities such as patients, staff, treatment and
hospitals, and relationships between entities, such as assignment of doctors
to patients and the treatment for patients. A database management system
(DBMS) is a software designed to facilitate people with massive data mainte-
nance and manipulation. It allows users to specify the structure of a database
and to store, access and analyze the data in the database.
The relational model, proposed by Edgar F. Codd [13] in the early 1970’s,
is by far the most dominant data model. Based on this model, a relational
database is essentially a group of relations, where each relation is a table made
up of columns (or attributes, or fields) and rows (tuples). The merits of the
relational model include data independency and simplicity in data representa-
tion.
The leading commercial DBMSs including Oracle, DB2, Sybase and SQLServer
are based on the relational model, which we call relational DBMS (RDBMSs).
RDBMSs are the predominant choice for storage of information [47]. As re-
ported by Gartner, Inc., the worldwide RDBMS total software revenue reached
$15.2 billion in 2006.
3Figure 1.1: The Schema Graph of a Small Medical Database.
1.1.1 Relational Database and SQL
Structured Query Language (SQL), developed at IBM in 1970, is designed for
accessing and managing data in relational databases and is the most widely





The SELECT clause specifies the table columns to retrieve. The FROM clause
specifies the tables to access. The WHERE clause, which is optional, specifies
selection predicates on the tables listed in the FROM clause.
Consider a small medical database about assignments of doctors to patients
in a hospital as an example, the schema of which is shown in Figure 1.1. There
are three tables STAFF, PATIENTS and DOCTORS ASSIGNED in it. Table PATIENTS
stores detailed information about every patient; Table STAFF contains informa-
tion about staff working in this hospital including doctors, nurses, technicians
and etc. Table DOCTORS ASSIGNED is about assignment relationships between
doctors and patients. Simple SQL queries over this small database would be:
(Q1) Find the names of all patients that were born before 01/01/1950.
4SELECT patient name
FROM patients
WHERE date of birth < ‘01/01/1950’
(Q2) Find the names of all doctors that patient ‘Colin’ has seen.
SELECT staff.staff name
FROM staff, patients, doctors assigned
WHERE patients.patient name = ‘Colin’
AND doctors assigned.patient id = patients.patient id
AND staff.staff id = doctors assigned.doctor staff id
Users typically explore a relational database by posing a set of SQL queries
(as above), through which they describe their desired data. The underlying
RDBMS will be responsible for query planning, optimization and execution to
produce the required result for them. In a word, SQL is a tool that serves as
the connection between users and data stored in the database.
1.1.2 Complexity of Database Exploration
As a user, the goal of database exploration through SQL queries is to discover
interesting information. Although RDBMSs are responsible for executing user
queries, there are other tasks for users to worry about before they could accom-
plish their goal.
Consider the small medical database again and take query Q2 (in Section
1.1.1) as an example. The user wants to inquire about the names of all doctors
that have been assigned to patient ‘Colin’. However, it is not sufficient for him
to formulate the query (as Q2) by just knowing what he wants to inquire about.
Besides specifying his desired data, i.e., the column staff name in the SELECT
clause, and the selection predicate ‘patient name = ‘Colin’’ in the WHERE
clause, the user also needs to know the relationships between these entities
5and specify them explicitly in the query. As in Q2, he has to know table
DOCTORS ASSIGNED and the two primary key/foreign key (pk/fk) constraints
with table STAFF and PATIENTS respectively. After all, Q2 is a fairly simple
query consisting of three tables and two joins. It would not be difficult for a
user to formulate Q2 with the help of the schema information in Figure 1.1.
Nevertheless, the point is that when a user wants to get data from a database
through SQL queries, he needs not only to know the tables where his target data
comes from, but also to find out the intermediate tables and the relationships
among all of them, that is, he needs to understand the database. Knowing
all related entities and relationships among them poses heavy burden on users
exploring the database, as if they have to know as much as the designer of the
database.
Composing queries over complex relational databases is by no means easy
tasks for both new users and experts. Such difficulty in database exploration
arises from various reasons. Firstly, large databases are inherently complex.
As enterprise databases host data for various aspects of complex systems, they
typically consists of hundreds of tables, thousands of columns and complex
constraints, over which a normal query may well contain dozens of tables and
complex joins and have hundreds of lines [65]1. Secondly, data are evolving
over time. As companies and their business evolve, the serving purpose of their
databases changes. This would affect the structure and integrity of underly-
ing databases, when new tables are added into the system and new types of
data are forced to store in tables that are not originally designed for them.
1We have seen a lot of such queries when analyzing a query log of an AT&T database.
This work is discussed in Chapter 3 and is published in [65].
6Lastly, proper and comprehensive documentation is more of luck than norm.
An enterprise database may be designed, managed and maintained by several
departments of the company and has been in service for years, whose docu-
mentation may be poorly maintained (being incomplete, inaccurate or simply
missing) due to replacement of Database Administrators (DBAs), evolution of
data and inconsistency among departments.
To conclude, large database is difficult to explore due to its intrinsic com-
plexity, changing data and lack of documentation. This problem is new in the
sense that it arises with new data management applications such as data inte-
gration and schema mapping, and it is getting worse with growing complexity
of databases. In the next section, we discuss why conventional database schema
is not sufficient to solve this problem.
1.2 Why Not Database Schema
The schema, also known as metadata, of a database, contains definitions for
every aspect from tables, columns (or fields), relationships to views, indexes
and other elements [50]. The schema graph, in which nodes are tables and
edges are primary key/foreign key (pk/fk) relationships, presents a global view
of a given database. For example, consider the schema graph of the small
medical database in Figure 1.1. Table DOCTORS ASSIGNED has two foreign keys
referencing the primary key of table STAFF and PATIENTS respectively, which
could be easily figured out from the schema graph. Through these two pk/fk
relationships, information in table STAFF and table PATIENTS is connected.
With the help of such schema information, users, even new to the database,
7could formulate queries like Q2 (in Section 1.1.1) more easily.
Therefore, schemas are important for database exploration. Besides pro-
viding definitions of entities, schema graph also visualizes the structure of a
database, which is the basis for understanding and querying the database.
However, conventional schemas are not sufficient to address new problems
arising from database exploration. Firstly, schemas are themselves complex as
they contain detailed definitions for all database elements. Consider the TPC-E
[57]2 schema as an example. TPC-E is a benchmark database provided by TPC
to simulate On-Line Transaction Processing (OLTP) workload of a brokerage
firm. The metadata documentation of such a database with moderate size
(TPC-E has 33 tables) already contains several dozens of pages. As for larger
databases, or enterprise databases, it is expected to be a long and tedious jour-
ney for users to read over the schema documentations so as to get familiar with
them. Secondly, database schema is more like a description of database design
than a user guide. Although individual pk/fk relationship between tables is
well defined, it lacks suggestions on how to combine information from tables
that are not directly linked through multiple joins. Such suggestions are far
more helpful than pure definitions. Let us take an enterprise database as ex-
ample. Figure 1.2 shows the schema graph of a snapshot instance of an AT&T
database ‘ICore’, including 60 tables and hundreds of join edges. The whole
‘ICore’ database contains more than 500 tables. Even with all the definitions
of tables and relationships at hand, it would be very difficult to form queries
from tables that are far away from each other and are possibly connected by
numerous join paths.




















































Figure 1.2: The Schema Graph of ICore database of AT&T with 60 tables.
Each node (in rectangle) represents one table.
9To summarize, conventional schemas provide definitions for every database
elements and are basis for users to understand large complex databases. How-
ever, due to their complexity and lack of useful information, they are not suffi-
cient to provide a quick overall understanding and are not good user guide for
database exploration. It is thus an important task to extract adequate schema
information to reduce the time and effort users spend in learning a database
and help them query the database. In the following section, we briefly introduce
two kinds of problems addressed in this thesis by extracting schemas.
1.3 Extracting Schemas for Database Explo-
ration
In this thesis, we propose new approaches to facilitate users understand and
formulate queries over complex databases by extracting ‘new’ schemas from
query logs and data stored in the databases. Unlike conventional schemas,
which mainly contain definitions of database elements, we aim to provide more
user-friendly schema information that are more useful in users’ interaction with
databases.
1.3.1 Extracting Schemas for Join Query Formulation
The first task we tackle is how to effectively formulate complex ad hoc join
queries over existing enterprise databases even when conventional schema in-
formation is incomplete or missing.
For this task, we propose a novel approach which will automatically cre-
10
Figure 1.3: A Sample Medical Database.
ate join query recommendations based on users’ input-output specifications of
query tables. Input tables are those on which selection conditions are posed;
while the output tables are those whose attribute values must appear in the
result of the query. Given a set of input-output query tables, our method will
generate recommended join query graphs that automatically include interme-
diate tables and joins conditions to connect the query tables.
Let us consider the extended medical database3 (in Figure 1.3) as an ex-
ample. It now consists of seven tables and seven primary key/foreign key re-
lationships among them. Suppose a user wants to inquire about the doctors,
who have conducted a ‘blood test’4 for patient ‘Colin’, the needed SQL query
is given in Q3:
(Q3) Find the staff IDs and names of all doctors that have conducted ‘Blood
Test’ for patient ‘Colin’.
SELECT staff.staff id, staff.staff name
FROM staff, patients, patient records, record components, test definitions
3This is extended from the small medical database in Section 1.1 as shown in Figure 1.1.
4We use ‘Blood Test’ as the official test name that will be stored in the table
TEST DEFINITIONS.
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WHERE patients.patient name = ‘Colin’
AND test definitions.test name = ‘Blood Test’
AND patient records.patient id = patients.patient id
AND patient records.component code = record components.component code
AND record components.component code = test definitions.component code
AND staff.staff id = patient records.admin by staff id
Before the user can formulate a valid join query for his inquiry, he has to un-
derstand the following metadata: Table PATIENT RECORDS contains information
about tests and medication that a patient is taken, and staff that are responsible
for the treatment. Test information is stored in table TEST DEFINITIONS, which
is connected to table PATIENT RECORDS through table RECORD COMPONENTS.
However, in our approach, users could get join recommendations without
any initial understanding of the relations among involved tables, by providing
the following input-output specifications:
Input tables : Patients (patient name = ‘Colin’)
: Test Definitions (test name = ‘Blood Test’)
Output tables : Staff
Our algorithm will find relevant query slices connecting PATIENTS and TEST DE-
FINITIONS with STAFF and recombine them properly. The final join query rec-
ommended to users would be similar to Q3, which automatically covers the two
intermediate tables PATIENT RECORDS and TEST COMPONENTS and correspond-
ing joins. Users could run the query recommended directly to obtain the data
they want; or they could use the query as a reference, make modifications and
12
write their own. In either way, the process of formulating join queries is greatly
simplified.
Our approach is based on the analysis over query log of a database. Assume
that schema information is missing and the definitions of all primary key/foreign
key relationships are unknown, which is not a rare case for existing enterprise
databases. From each historical query, query slices are extracted, each of which
is a join path connecting a pair of input-output tables in that query. New join
queries are created by recombining appropriate query slices that connect user-
specified query tables.
By extracting query slices, we are actually extracting schemas about com-
monly used join paths and appropriate situations where they could be applied.
Such new schemas, showing how two tables are connected through one or more
primary key/foreign key relationships along join paths, are not covered in con-
ventional schemas. Our method could also be applied to databases that are
well-documented. As long as query logs are available, we could make high
quality query recommendations to users.
1.3.2 Extracting Schema Summary
The second problem to resolve is the automatic generation of schema summaries
for relational databases. We propose two summarization techniques that gen-
erate two different types of schema summaries, aiming to reduce the time and
effort users spend in understanding the database.
The first approach focuses on generating the global schema summary for a




































































































































Figure 1.5: A Sample Summary with 3 Clusters for TPC-E schema.
define the importance for a table based on its internal information and external
linkage. Then, a metric (or a distance function) over tables is proposed. Lastly,
we apply clustering over tables based on our proposed distance function to group
similar tables and generate the summary. The goal is to provide a quick overall
understanding of the major contents of a relational database via the summary.
Consider the TPC-E5 schema in Figure 1.4 as an example. It has 33 tables
and 46 pk/fk constraints. A sample summary generated by our approach is
shown in Figure 1.5. In this summary, the TPC-E schema is summarized by
three clusters, where tables CUSTOMER, TRADE and SECURITY are chosen as the
cluster representatives for the three clusters respectively. This global summary
captures the major contents of TPC-E which is about security trading of cus-
tomers, and the main tables where these contents reside. After obtaining a
quick overview of the database, users could then drill down to the clusters that
they are interested in to acquire more details.
In the second approach, we propose adaptive summary graphs for summariz-
ing relational schemas. Given a set of user-specified query tables, the summary
5Remember that TPC-E is a benchmark database provided by TPC to simulate On-Line







Figure 1.6: A Summary Graph for Query Tables: Customer, Trade and Secu-
rity.
graph automatically finds the most relevant tables and joins for that query set.
Our goal is to extract the relationships of user’s input tables from the whole
schema and reflect them concisely in a much smaller graph, which is easy for
users to read and understand.
Consider TPC-E as an example again. Suppose users want to know the
relationships of the three cluster representative tables: CUSTOMER, TRADE and
SECURITY. Users may also ask: What are the significant tables lying on the join
paths among them? These questions could be answered by our adaptive sum-
mary graph, as shown in Figure 1.6. The three query tables are in rectangles.
Two intermediate tables CUSTOMER ACCOUNT and HOLDING SUMMARY are included
in the summary, serving as important hubs to connect the query tables. The
relationships of the three query tables become clearer now than in the summary
in Figure 1.5 and in the original schema graph in Figure 1.4. Notice that this
adaptive summary graph could also help users formulate queries between these
query tables by showing the most relevant join paths.
These two approaches, combined together, open up new way of browsing
large and complex relational databases. Through the global summary, users
could grasp the basic contents and important tables of a relational database,
while via adaptive summary graphs, users can obtain details of relationships of
16
a set of query tables as they request.
1.4 Objectives
To summarize, following problems exist in relational database exploration:
• Enterprise databases are difficult to query due to complex schemas and
such problems as lacking of documentation. It is especially difficult for
new users to formulate join queries over complex databases.
• The conventional schemas are unable to provide adequate and sufficient
information to different types of users, and thus result in great difficulty
in understanding and exploring large scale databases.
In this dissertation, we seek to achieve the following objectives on extracting
schemas for database exploration:
• To propose new algorithms for composing complex join queries based on
analyzing query logs. To generate join query candidates based on users’
input-output specifications.
• To design an effective measure for evaluating the importance of database
elements (e.g. tables). The measure should correctly reflect the internal
contents and external connections of one element over the database space.
• To define a metric space over tables/attributes in a database. The dis-
tance function should take into consideration the join behavior between
tables.
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• To propose new algorithms for generating schema summaries for relational
databases. The summary should be useful in helping users understand
the main content of the database and relationships among table sets.
The main contributions of this thesis are as follows: We first design effective
algorithms for composing complex join queries based on analyzing historical
queries without knowing any schema information about the database. Secondly,
we propose several effective distance measures for modelling similarity of tables,
which are proved as metrics. We also design a clustering algorithm based on
proposed distance measures. By combining table importance and clustering, we
provide global summary of databases to the user. The final main contribution
of this thesis is an adaptive summarizing method that provides summary graphs
for query table sets of a database.
1.5 Thesis Organization
The rest of the thesis is organized as follows:
In chapter 2, we provide a detailed review of existing works on generating
database summaries and mining database structures (e.g., primary key/foreign
key relationships) for addressing problems in database exploration. Database
summaries include summaries of the data and summaries of the schema. Database
structures include preliminary pk/fk constraints and more high-level topical
structures.
In chapter 3, we address the problem of complex join query recommendation.
By analyzing a vast amount of query logs, we extract query slices representing
commonly used join paths connecting any pair of tables. Letting users define
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target tables in the form of start and end tables of join paths, we find all query
slices connecting these target tables. We then propose a greedy algorithm that
composes a join query by combining the most promising query slices.
In chapter 4, we propose a new approach for summarizing relational databases.
We propose new measure for table importance and define a metric space over
tables. The summary shows the major contents and important tables contained
in the database.
In chapter 5, we propose an adaptive summarizing method for relational
databases. Given a set of query tables, our approach generates summary graph
showing relationships among these tables.
In chapter 6, we discuss possible future works and conclude the thesis.
CHAPTER 2
Literature Review
Great effort from database research community has been put in developing
techniques and tools that may help users explore databases. In this chapter,
we review current solutions to various database exploration problems from two
main perspectives: (i) database summary and (ii) relational database structure
mining.
There have been a lot of works that construct different summaries for
databases. In particular, we discuss works on (1) data profiling and data clus-
tering aiming at generating summaries for massive data stored in databases; and
(2) schema summarization for Entity-Relationship (ER) Model, semi-structured
data and relational database. We also review works in mining relational database
structures from the following aspects: (1) discovering functional dependencies





The complexity of databases is continuously growing along with the growth
in data volume. From data perspective, large amounts of new data are in-
serted into databases everyday (e.g., tables with millions of tuples are com-
mon). The consequent Information Overload makes users unable to visualize
and work with their data in an exploratory way. From schema perspective, the
structures of enterprise databases with hundreds of inter-linked relations are
difficult to comprehend. Therefore it is crucial to develop techniques to assist
users’ browsing and understanding of databases. Database summarization is
one such technique that provides summaries from both data and schema angles.
Compared to complex schemas and large volume of data stored in databases,
summaries are much more compact and are easier to understand while contain-
ing comprehensive information about the database. In this section, we review
various database summarization techniques and discuss possible database prob-
lems that they could address.
2.1.1 Data Profiling
Data profiling, also referred as data discovery, is the process of examining the
data in a data source (e.g., a database or a file) and collecting statistics and
information about the data [45, 43]. Based on powerful data analytical tech-
niques, data profiling provides metrics on data quality and assists management
of data.
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Consider relational database as the data source. General data profiles in-
clude number of rows in a table, attribute lengths, maximum and minimum
values, value distributions, data types and etc. In the following, we list some
sample data profiles1 computed by Oracle Data Profiling [44], a tool offered by
the commercial RDBMS Oracle:
• Minimum and maximum length of rows and percentage of rows in the
table with min and max length.
• Unique values (or duplicate values) in an attribute and rows in the table
with each value, and percentage of null values.
• Different patterns that occur in an attribute. For example, a pattern
profile of attribute Phone shows different formats: (65)9008-5566 and
6581230062.
• Candidate keys for a selected table.
• Dependency of values in an attribute of one table to values in another
attribute of another table.
These data profiles allow users to assess the quality of data stored in the
database. For example, non-conformed fields could be detected through pattern
profiles of attributes with precise formats. Users could also examine whether
candidate key columns have conflicts such as duplicate values or null values.
Besides data quality assessment, data profiling could also enable discovery of
keys, functional dependencies (FDs) and relationships among tables.
1The data profiles collected by Oracle Data Profiling are referred as metadata [44].
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Bellman
Bellman [16] is a system developed by AT&T that utilizes database profiling to
perform data mining on the structure of databases. It collects simple summaries
as number of tuples of a table, number of distinct values of a field and number of
null values of a field. Besides these conventional data profiles, Bellman collects
some more sophisticated profiles based on min-hash signatures and sketches. In
particular, it provides summaries for both numeric and string fields to measure
the resemblance of multiple fields. These summaries collected are small in size
and will be stored in specific tables. Questions as to whether two fields can
be joined, or whether values of one field are contained in another can be posed
as normal SQL queries on these summary tables. It has also been shown that
these sophisticated summaries can be used to find join paths, composite fields2
and heterogeneous tables.
2.1.2 Data Clustering
Clustering is the classification of objects into different groups (called clusters)
where objects of the same group are ‘similar’ in some sense. It has been widely
utilized for generating summaries of large data sets. In this section, we review
various clustering techniques, especially for categorical data.
Categorical data is prevalent in databases. Besides numeric attributes, there
are also a lot of attributes which are categorical. The main characteristic of
categorical data is that there is no natural ordering on their data values, i.e.,
there is no inherent distance measure, such as geometric distance for numeric
2The discovery of composite fields refers to the discovery of fields transformation that a
field in one table is a composite of multiple fields in another table.
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data, between categorical data values. For example, consider a dataset about
toys. The ‘material’ attribute can take values from the domain {wood, cotton,
plastic, metal}. It is hard to measure the likeness between one material and
another.
Categorical Data Clustering
Several algorithms are proposed for clustering of categorical data, including
CLICKS [69], COOLCAT [9], LIMBO [7], STIRR [21] and others [24, 20].
STIRR [21], based on dynamic systems, models a dataset as a weighted hyper-
graph with attribute values as vertexes and iteratively propagates these weights
over multiple copies of the hypergraph until convergence. The static weights
isolate two groups of attribute values, one with positive weights and the other
with negative weights, corresponding to projections of clusters of the attribute.
COOLCAT [9] first identifies a set of k tuples from a sample set as representa-
tives of k clusters. It then allocates the remaining tuples to the clusters that
minimize the entropy of the resulting clustering. LIMBO [7] is a hierarchi-
cal clustering method based on Information-Bottleneck (IB) [54] framework,
which is utilized to quantify the preserved relevant information during cluster-
ing. CLICKS [69] models datasets as k-partite graphs and addresses categorical
data clustering problem by mapping it to the problem of enumerating maxi-
mal k-partite cliques in the k-partite graph. STIRR is a clustering algorithm
for attribute values; COOLCAT and CLICKS are tuple clustering algorithms;
CLICKS could also conduct subspace clustering over subsets of attribute set;
LIMBO can cluster both tuples and attribute values. It is similar to COOL-
CAT in that both algorithms are optimizing some objective functions when
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clustering.
Although algorithms have been designed for clustering of categorical data,
few have been applied to solve database problems. Andritsos et al. first ana-
lyzed and applied the result of clustering to solve database problems [6]. They
employed LIMBO to do clustering of tuples and attributes for various appli-
cations. For example, duplicate tuples, which might be introduced via data
integration, can be detected by examining the sets of tuples of same cluster
(with the accuracy of clustering be setting relatively high). Tuple clustering re-
sults could also be utilized to verify if there are natural horizontal partitioning
of a table, which indicates that certain table has been overloaded with different
types of data. Lastly, Andritsos et al. used attribute clustering for ranking
candidate functional dependencies (FDs). The intuition is as follows: Consider
a table T with three attributes (A,B,C). The two functional dependencies
A → B and C → B lead to decompositions of T as d1 = {{A,B}, {A,C}}
and d2 = {{B,C}, {A,C}} respectively. If more redundancy is reduced by de-
composing T into d1, functional dependency A → B is more interesting than
C → B. Thus, given the sequence of merges of attributes through clustering
and corresponding information losses after each merge, a functional depen-
dency is ranked with the highest information loss3 of one merge where all the
attributes of the functional dependency are merged. After verification, the FDs
with high rankings could be used to help find good vertical partitions of tables
and improve the database design.
3The amount of information loss of merging certain attributes into cluster indicates the
amount of redundancy removed by this merge [6].
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Other Data Clustering Techniques
Other techniques [31, 49] similar to clustering are explored for generating com-
pression/summary for large databases. ItCompress [31] is an iterative compres-
sion algorithm designed for compressing massive tables. The algorithm starts
with a random selection of k rows from the table to compress and use them
as representative rows. In each iteration, each row is assigned to one repre-
sentative row that is most similar to it. After assignment of all rows, new
representative rows are computed for each group (or cluster) by using the most
frequent occurring attribute value of that group for each attribute. The quality
of compression is improved iteratively until there is no further improvement.
Each row after compression is represented by its representative row ID as well
as additional information about outlying values. Therefore, any attribute value
of any row can be accessed without decompression of a large unit. Due to the
existence of outlying values that can be widely different from the representa-
tive row, ItCompress provides a compact representation rather than concise
summary of the original data.
[49] renders hierarchical summaries of the data at different levels of gran-
ularity with easily understandable descriptors. Given an attribute A and its
domain DA, a set of Linguistic Labels is defined over DA. Different ranges of DA
are mapped to different labels. For example, attribute Income with value less
than $20K is described using label ‘miserable’ [49]. Tuples are first translated
by replacing each attribute value with corresponding labels and then merged
incrementally to generate a summary hierarchy. The labelling (or translation)
process converges wide-ranging values to a limited set of labels, enabling fur-
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ther summarization. However, the process of labelling itself could be tedious;
besides, not all attributes/domains could be easily described using a set of
global-criteria Linguistic Labels.
2.1.3 Entity-Relationship Model Clustering
Various entity-relationship model (ERM or ER model) clustering techniques
[53, 19, 3, 40] are proposed to generate layers of abstraction of large and complex
ER models, serving as different views of databases to assist a variety of users.
Notice that these techniques are designed for ER model only and focus on
schema abstraction without analyzing any data. In this section, we review
some work in this area.
Entity-relationship model, proposed by Peter Chen in 1976, is a high-level
data model that utilizes diagrammatic representation of real world entities and
relationships for database design [51]. It provides a conceptual view of the data
and can be viewed as a generalization or extension to existing data models
(e.g., the network model, and the relational model) [51]. The ER model could
be used at the requirement analysis stage to describe the information to store in
the database. Other models can be derived from it at later stage. Although the
ER model has been shown to be a simple and yet semantically interesting data
model for developing large and complex databases [53], problem arises when the
scale of a database is large. Consider an ER diagram with thousands of entities
and a large number of interconnections among them. The overall structure is
probably not clear even to experienced database analyst. Clustering technique
is applied to organize a complex conceptual database schema into layers of
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abstraction for easy comprehension.
In [53], Teorey et al define a set of grouping operations over entities and
relationships, the result of which are entity clusters. They have the following
four grouping operations:
• Dominance grouping groups a strong entity with related weak entities.
• Abstraction grouping groups an ancestor entity with its descendent enti-
ties.
• Constraint grouping groups entities under one constraint.
• Relationship grouping groups entities of one n-ary relationship.
The degree of cohesion of entities grouped by these grouping operations de-
creases from dominance to relationship operation. The process of clustering is
performed manually.
Automatic clustering algorithms [3, 19] for ER model are proposed to par-
tition n objects into pre-specified k clusters by grouping similar objects. A
top-down clustering algorithm is designed in [3]. It begins with a single cluster
with n objects. In each iteration, it creates a new cluster by selecting the object
that is farthest to other objects of its cluster and re-allocating all other objects.
The main contribution of this paper is that three distances are designed over
objects: visual, hierarchical and cohesive distances. The three distances start
by defining the distance between two entities that are directly linked and then
recursively calculate the distance between any pair of entities measured by the
shortest path between them. A bottom-up clustering algorithm is proposed in
[19]. It starts with n objects in n separate clusters and groups the most similar
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pair of clusters iteratively until k clusters are left. It introduces two types of
closeness semantic and syntactic to measure the distance among objects. The
syntactic closeness is similar to the distances in [3]. The semantic closeness
requires involvement of experts and is domain-dependant.
Daniel L. Moody defined a set of principles for clustering ER model in
[40]: Complete, Non-redundant, Self-contained, Unified, Cognitively manage-
able, Flexible, Balanced, Loosely coupled and Highly cohesive. An automatic
clustering method based on Genetic Algorithm (GA) is also proposed, in which
all principles are considered in the fitness function.
2.1.4 Semi-Structured Database Summarization
DataGuide
Semi-structured data is prevalent on the web, of which exhibited schema is
not always available due to frequent change. DataGuide [23] is proposed as
a structural summary for semi-structured databases. It is extracted from the
data and serves as schemas that capture the structure of the data concisely
and accurately. It is also adaptive to data change as it can be maintained
dynamically.
In [23], semi-structured data is modeled using Object Exchange Model
(OEM), which is a graph-structured data model. Through a depth-first scan
of the OEM database, a DataGuide is built that summarizes the structure of
the database. A DataGuide of an OEM database is like the XML schema
of an XML database. It assists users in understanding the structure of the
database and formulating meaningful queries over it. It can also enable query
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optimization by facilitating efficient query plan generation.
This work is applicable to semi-structured, graph-represented data with sim-
ple schema or structure that is missing or not available. Although DataGuide
is a structural summary, the complexity of it is not considered during its gen-
eration. Besides, in order to enable precise annotation of nodes reachable of
each particular path from the root, the resulting DataGuide is not compact as
not all common (sub)paths are allowed to aggregate.
XML Schema Summarization
Yu and Jagadish [67] proposed algorithms for automatically creating summaries
for XML databases. The resulting summary serves as an overview of a com-
plex schema, showing important elements of the schema. Importance of an
element is proportional to its connections in the schema and its cardinality of
data nodes. The closeness of two elements is measured by Affinity, which is
based on the combination of the number of links between the two elements
and the relative cardinality along each of the links. The relative cardinality
calculates the average data nodes of one element connected to another element
through one link. Based on affinity, Yu and Jagadish defined notion Cover-
age to represent how well one element can cover another. During the process
of summarization, elements that are dominated4 by others are grouped to the
cluster with the element dominating them and are not shown in the summary.
The schema summary of an XML database provides an overview of the ele-
ments that are key to users’ understanding of the schemas. It helps reduce the
4Element e1 dominates element e2 means that keeping e1 in the summary always achieves
higher coverage than that of e2.
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amount of effort that users spend in exploring the schema to formulate queries.
However, although the authors discuss how to extend their work to relational
databases, the assumptions that they made when defining element (or table)
importance and closeness of elements may fail in relational model. Besides,
due to element dominance, the summary may fail to reflect some aspects of
the database. Experiments5 show that it is possible that there exists some few
elements that dominate almost everything.
2.2 Mining Structures of Relational Databases
Mining structures from existing relational instances is an essential task in data
mining and database design, including automatical discovery of keys, Func-
tional Dependencies (FDs), join paths and etc. Many data management tasks
such as data integration, anomaly detection and query optimization benefit con-
siderably from these work. In this section, we review related work on discovery
of functional dependencies (FDs) and composite keys/foreign keys. We also
discuss work about discovering topical structures of large relational databases.
2.2.1 Discovery of Functional Dependencies
The discovery of functional dependencies from relational databases is an im-
portant database analysis technique. Various approaches have been proposed,
among which we quote [27, 64, 28, 10].
Algorithms as TANE [27] and FastFDs [64] are designed to find minimal
5When applying notion coverage and dominance to relational databases, we found that
the summarization algorithm proposed in [67] may result in one big cluster where there is a
‘super’ table dominating everything.
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covers (non-redundant) of functional dependencies. TANE [27] partitions a
relation (tuples) into disjoint sets called equivalence classes that have unique
value for an attribute set to quickly test the validity of functional dependencies.
In order to find all minimal non-trivial dependencies, TANE searches the at-
tribute lattice in a levelwise fashion by starting from singleton sets of attributes
to larger attribute sets. FastFDs [64] differs from TANE in that it employs a
depth-first search strategy.
Techniques proposed in Bellman (Section 2.1.1), which generate compact
summaries of data for discovering similarities between (multi)columns, are used
to discover joins and join paths.
Soft Functional Dependencies
CORDS [28] is developed for automatic discovery of correlations and soft func-
tional dependencies between pairs of columns. Soft FD (approximate FD) be-
tween columns C1 and C2 (denoted by C1 ⇒ C2) implies that the value of C1
determines the value of C2 with high probability instead of with certainty. A
set of heuristics including constraints on data types, data statistics, schema in-
formation and etc. is first applied to prune candidate column pairs for further
examination. After unpromising candidate pairs are pruned, CORDS analyzes
the number of distinct values in a sample of value-pairs. A soft FD C1 ⇒ C2
is reported if it has high strength |C1|
|C1,C2|
, where |C1| is the number of distinct
values in C1 and |C1, C2| is the number of distinct value-pairs for C1 and C2.
Column pairs with modest strength are identified as correlations.
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Inclusion Dependencies
Bauckmann et al. presented algorithm SPIDER [10] to detect unary inclusion
dependencies (INDs). An inclusion dependency between columns C1 and C2
(denoted by C1 ⊆ C2) implies that all values in C1 are contained in the value set
of C2. SPIDER first sorts the values of each column and then examines all IND
candidates in parallel. Unlike CORDS, SPIDER examines every pair of columns
without any pruning. All INDs are computed simultaneously. However, as
indicated in [70], the cost of SPIDER is super-linear to the size of the data.
2.2.2 Discovery of Composite Keys and Foreign Keys
Identification of keys and foreign keys is a fundamental problem in data man-
agement. We review two recent works [52, 70] on discovery of composite keys
and foreign keys.
GORDIAN [52] formulates the problem of discovery of composite keys as a
cube computation, which conducts computation of count aggregation function
over all possible column projections. GORDIAN first identifies all non-keys
based on the observation that a projection corresponds to a key if and only if
all its count aggregates are equal to 1. The data of a relation is represented
as a prefix tree. Through a depth-first search of the prefix tree, multi-column
non-keys are discovered once a count aggregate larger than 1 is encountered.
Keys are then inferred from the complement6 set of all non-redundant non-keys.
The problem of discovering composite foreign keys is studied in [70]. The
authors conjectured that a foreign key (fk) F is nearly a uniform random sample
6The complement of a non-key K is the set of singleton attributes not appearing in K.
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of the primary key (pk) P in most cases. Therefore, the likelihood a fk/pk
constraint (F, P ) being useful is high if F is close to a uniform random sample
of P . Such requirement of randomness implies important rules for discovering
good foreign keys. The authors then defined the quantile distance between two
tuples as the sum of the absolute differences between the quantile order of values
of each attribute. The randomness between pairs of multi-column candidate
keys is modelled by Quantile-EMD, which is the Earth Mover’s Distance (EMD)
[42] measure using the quantile distance. Approximate algorithms are designed
to evaluate Quantile-EMD over a large set of columns.
2.2.3 Discovery of Topical Structures of Databases
iDisc [63] is a system developed for discovering high-level, topical structures
of databases. The topical structure of a database refers to the organization of
tables in the database based on their topics (or subject areas). Ideally, each
topic consists of a set of tables whose data contents are closely related to the
topic. The topical structure allows users to browse the semantic content of a
database and quickly find relevant information in a large database. Many data
management applications such as data integration and schema mapping could
also benefit from discovery of topical structures of databases. For instance,
similar topics from two database instances form good candidates for integration.
The topical relationship between tables is defined as: Consider a set of
topics P and a database D. For each table T ∈ D, topic(T ) = p (p ∈ P ) denotes
the topic of T . Consider two tables T1 and T2. If topic(T1) = topic(T2), there
exists a topical relationship between them denoted as ρ(T1, T2). Each table has
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only one topic. The topical structure of a database is defined as: Consider a
database D, a set of topics P and a topical relationship ρ over D with respect
to P . The topical structure of D is a clustering C = {C1, C2, ..., Ck} formed
by ρ such that ∀Ti, Tj ∈ Cl, topic(Ti) = topic(Tj); ∀Ti ∈ Cl, Tj ∈ Ch, (l 6= h),
topic(Ti) 6= topic(Tj).
In [63], the authors addressed the problem of discovering the topic set P
of a given database D and presented the corresponding topical structure of D
as a clustering C = {C1, C2, ..., Ck} over D, where |P | = k. Three models are
used to represent a database:
• Vector-Based Representations treat tables as documents and use a set
of keywords to describe each table. Assume there are n distinct keywords
in database D. Then each table is represented as a n-dimensional vector
< w1, w2, ..., wn >, where wi is the weight of the i-th keyword.
• Graph-Based Representations treat tables as nodes in the graph and
fk/pk relationship between tables as edges between nodes. This is similar
to the schema graph of a database.
• Similarity-Based Representations model a database D using a |D|×|D|
matrix M , where the entry Mi,j stores the similarity between tables Ti
and Tj in D. Mi,j is defined as follows. The similarity of two attributes A1
and A2 is measured by the Jaccard similarity between the sets of values







, where A, B
are matching attributes from Ti and Tj respectively.
Two generic clustering algorithms are proposed to conduct clustering over
tables in databases: (1) The similarity-based algorithm starts with |D| sin-
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gleton clusters. In each iteration, two clusters with maximum similarity are
merged. (2) The linkage-based clustering algorithm starts with a single clus-
ter. In each iteration, it deletes a set of edges between tables to form new
clusters. Both algorithms stop when the clustering satisfies some quality func-
tion7. Both vector-based and similarity-based database representations use the
similarity-based clustering algorithm; while the graph-based database repre-
sentations employ the linkage-based clustering algorithm. These two generic
algorithms are used over different representations of a database to generate a
set of base clusterers, which are then aggregated into final clusters. Some more
complex aggregation techniques utilizing multi-level aggregation and boosting
are also proposed in [63]. Cluster representatives are chosen from tables that
appear in many shortest paths between pair of tables.
[63] utilizes basic models to represent a database and simple similarity mea-
sures between tables. It focuses more on clustering techniques and aggregation
techniques over base clusterers to generate the final topical structure (cluster-
ing) of the database.
2.3 Summary
In this chapter, we have reviewed related work in summarizing databases and
mining relational database structures. Data profiling [45, 43, 16] and data clus-
tering [21, 9, 7, 69] techniques focus on computing summaries for databases at
data level. These data summaries enable assessment of data quality and dis-
covery of keys and FDs. However, they fail to provide statistics about database
7Default quality functions are given in [63], which could also be customized.
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schemas, especially the join information among tables. Several summarization
methods [53, 19, 3, 40, 23, 67] have been proposed for ER model and XML
databases, which are nevertheless not applicable to relational databases. Vari-
ous approaches [27, 64, 28, 10, 52, 70] have been designed for mining FDs and
keys from relational databases. However, they fail to provide join connection
information about tables that are not directly connected. The topical struc-
ture generated by iDisc [63] serves as summary for large relational database.
Although a similar problem is addressed in Chapter 4, iDisc differs in focusing
on exploring clustering techniques. The approach proposed in Chapter 4, in
contrast, focuses on modelling table importance and table similarity.
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CHAPTER 3
Recommending Join Queries Via Query
Log Analysis
Complex ad hoc join queries over enterprise databases are commonly used by
business data analysts to understand and analyze a variety of enterprise-wide
processes. However, effectively formulating such queries is a challenging task for
human users, especially over databases that have large, heterogeneous schemas.
In this chapter, we propose a novel approach to automatically create join query
recommendations based on input-output specifications (i.e., input tables on
which selection conditions are imposed, and output tables whose attribute val-
ues must be in the result of the query). The recommended join query graph
includes (i) “intermediate” tables, and (ii) join conditions that connect the in-
put and output tables via the intermediate tables. Our method is based on
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analyzing an existing query log over the enterprise database. Borrowing from
program slicing techniques, which extract parts of a program that affect the
value of a given variable, we first extract “query slices” from each query in the
log. Given a user specification, we then re-combine appropriate slices to create
a new join query graph, which connects the sets of input and output tables
via the intermediate tables. We propose and study several quality measures to
enable choosing a good join query graph among the many possibilities. Each
measure expresses an intuitive notion that there should be sufficient evidence
in the log to support our recommendation of the join query graph. We conduct
an extensive study using the log of an actual enterprise database system to
demonstrate the viability of our novel approach for recommending join queries.
3.1 Introduction
Enterprise databases typically have hundreds of tables, with a huge number of
potential join edges between pairs of tables, making it particularly challenging
to understand their structure and to formulate non-trivial join queries. Business
data analysts are often faced with exactly this challenging task, since they need
to pose complex ad hoc join queries to perform sophisticated analyses of a
variety of enterprise-wide processes whose data is buried in these databases.
Graphical tools for query formulation are helpful when the analysts already
have a comprehensive understanding of the schemas and the tables that need
to be joined for the analysis task at hand. When the analyst does not have such
a thorough understanding of the database (which is quite common in practice),
formulating such complex SQL join queries becomes tedious, especially over
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databases with large, heterogeneous schemas.
In this chapter, we propose a novel approach of using the SQL query log
of the enterprise database to automatically create join query recommendations
for a user (e.g., data analyst). The user needs to provide only an “input-
output” specification, consisting of (i) the input (or start) tables on which
conditions of the form “R.f = value” are present in the SQL WHERE clause,
and (ii) the output (or end) tables whose attribute values are in the result of the
query, i.e., in the SQL SELECT clause. The recommended join query includes
(i) intermediate tables that are added to the SQL FROM clause, and (ii) join
conditions that are added to the SQL WHERE clause, and connect the input
and output tables via the intermediate tables.
When the desired query is a complex ad hoc join query, the SQL query
log is unlikely to contain any query whose sets of start and end tables exactly
match the user specifications. In such a scenario, our approach analyzes the
rich syntactic and semantic structure of join queries in the SQL query log, and
combines information from multiple previously posed queries to construct a
good join query recommendation for the user.
To construct such a query, we must first understand how different combi-
nations of start and end tables influence which join edges are instantiated in
different logged queries. We propose to view each join query in the SQL log
as a small program, whose initialization statements correspond to the choice of
start tables and, following a flow of dependencies given by the join edges, we
arrive at the end tables, from which the result is returned to the user. Drawing
this parallel between join queries and programs allows us to use the program-
slicing framework defined in the seminal paper by Weiser [61]. A program slice
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consists of parts of a program that (potentially) affect values computed at some
point of interest in the program. New programs can be created by extracting
and combining slices from existing programs [26, 60].
In our model, each end table constitutes a point of interest, and we will
define a query slice as a succession of join edges (i.e., a path) that starts in a
start table and ends in an end table in a query in the log. We view a slice in
the static sense, i.e., we assume that any column or value can be used in the
selection conditions of its start table, without altering the dependency flow.
Once such slices are extracted from each join query in the SQL query log, we
recombine them to construct new join queries, based on the user’s input-output
specification.
There are many different ways of choosing which set of slices to recombine to
generate a new join query. To evaluate the quality of the generated queries, we
assume the existence of an oracle which can recommend an ad hoc join query
for any user specification. Such an oracle has a well defined, but unknown, set
of rules, derived from complete knowledge of the schemas and semantics of the
underlying databases. Our goal is to emulate the oracle’s behavior, without
knowing its set of rules, by analyzing the SQL query log which is assumed to
be consistent with the oracle. To this end, we propose and study several quality
measures to enable choosing a good join query among the many possibilities.
Each quality measure expresses an intuitive notion that there should be suf-
ficient evidence in the query log to support our join query recommendation.
We propose algorithms for generating complex join queries under each mea-
sure, and conduct an experimental study to evaluate the relative merits of each
measure.
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In summary, we make the following contributions:
1. We propose a novel approach of automatically generating join queries
that match an input-output specification. Our approach is based on the
analysis of SQL logs, and is inspired by ideas from program slicing.
2. We identify several quality measures to enable choosing a good join query
among the many possibilities, and design efficient algorithms for generat-
ing complex join queries under each measure we identify.
3. We perform an extensive experimental study, using the query log of an
actual enterprise database system, to demonstrate the viability of our
novel approach for recommending join queries.
3.1.1 Related Work
To the best of our knowledge, there is no prior work on SQL query log mining
for recommending join queries.
The idea of allowing a user to specify only a part of the query and have the
system recommend a completed query was explored by [29]. Their approach
considers object-oriented queries with incomplete, ambiguous path expressions
as input, and generates queries with fully specified path expressions that are
consistent with the input, by exploiting the semantics of the relationships in
the schema.
Data-driven approaches have been proposed for approximating the similar-
ity between two database columns [16]. Such approaches provide only local
information about the schema (e.g., join edges between tables). In order to
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connect information across distant tables, further exploration of the schema
graph must be employed, to determine which join paths to instantiate.
In the machine learning community, the problem of discovering frequently
instantiated join paths was considered by [62], formulated as the discovery of
multi-relational subgroups in the data. The approach is an on-the-fly explo-
ration of the schema, starting with a random sample in a table, and executing
a database join for each edge traversal (and additional sampling of results).
A related area is that of keyword search in relational databases (e.g., [11,
39]). A query consists of several keywords, and the answer is computed by
joining tuples from multiple tables into tuple trees. Tuples in the leaves must
contain at least one query keyword each. The user need not know the join
structure of the schema, but the query processor does.
Techniques for analyzing query logs have been intensively studied in the
past decade, in conjunction with keyword searches over the web. The analysis
of logs can serve a variety of purposes, such as improving URL recommendations
for frequently asked queries, building query taxonomies [12], or understanding
user behavior (i.e., clicked links) associated with queries [8]. Unlike web logs,
queries in database logs have a rich syntactic and semantic structure, which
makes them challenging to analyze.
3.2 Preliminaries
Let R be the set of relations in a database. We denote by A = {A1, . . . , Ak}
the set of attributes in the database. Each table R ∈ R has fields R.f1, R.f2, . . .
such that the domain of each R.fi is included in some set Aj. The schema graph
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is defined in the usual manner: there is a node in the graph for each table, and
a join edge between tables R1 and R2 for each pair of columns R1.f1 and R2.f2
that can be joined (thus, there may be multiple edges between the same pair of
graph nodes). Self-joins are represented as loops. Each join query Q represents
a subgraph in the schema graph, containing all join edges that appear in Q.
If Q references views, then they are replaced, in a pre-processing step, by the
tables over which the views are defined (this may also introduce additional
edges to the subgraph of Q, for views defined via joins). We decompose join
query subgraphs into slices, as defined below.
Definition 3.1. 1. Let Q be a join query. The start tables of Q are those
on which there are selection conditions in the WHERE clause of Q (i.e.,
“WHERE R.f = value”). The end tables of Q are those that appear in
the SELECT clause of Q (i.e., “SELECT R.f”). Other tables of Q are
referred to as intermediate tables.
2. Let G(Q) denote the subgraph of the schema graph corresponding to Q. A
parallel edge of size q in G(Q), denoted E = [e1|e2| . . . |eq], is a set of q
distinct edges ei = R.fi − R
′.f ′i , 1 ≤ i ≤ q, between the same two tables
R and R′, such that all edges ei appear in G(Q), and G(Q) contains no
other edges between R and R′. If q = 1, E is a simple edge, denoted as
E = e1.
3. A slice in the subgraph G(Q), denoted pi = E1−E2− . . ., is a succession of
parallel edges that contain no cycles, except possibly self loops, such that
the first table on pi is a start table of Q, and the last table on pi is an end
table of Q. We denote by S(pi) and T (pi) the start, resp. end, tables of pi.
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4. For any slice pi in the subgraph G(Q), we say that Q supports pi. The
support set of pi, denoted Supp(pi), is the set of all queries Q that support
pi.
For example, in Figure 3.1(a), the slice pi1 = e1− [e2|e3]− e4 has S(pi1) = S1
and T (pi1) = T2, and contains two simple edges, e1 and e4, and one parallel
edge of size 2, i.e., edge [e2|e3]. Its support set is indicated in Figure 3.1(b). By
abuse of notation, we say that a table R belongs to a slice pi, and write R ∈ pi,
if there exists an edge in pi having R as an endpoint.
Our approach to constructing new join queries is to first decompose all
log queries into slices, then recombine appropriate slices into new queries, as
detailed below. We assume that the user provides the sets of start and end
tables she is interested in, denoted S, resp. E . Our conjecture is that, given
S and E , the oracle computes queries whose graph structure is as simple as
possible. Thus, we use this as a guiding principle for selecting slices. For
example, if we have selected two slices (Si, Tj, pik) and (Sℓ, Tm, pin), then there
is no need to select any slice connecting Si and Tm, or Sℓ and Tj (such slices
might introduce additional edges). Similarly, when there are multiple slices
between tables S ∈ S and T ∈ E with different support sets, we select only one
such slice. We call this the parsimony principle.
In our analysis of a real life query log, we have encountered cases in which
two distinct slices pii and pij have the same start, resp. end, table, as well as
identical support sets. This means that, according to the evidence of the query
log, the whole subgraph pii ∪ pij must be included in any query that contains
S(pii) = S(pij) among its start tables, and T (pii) = T (pij) among its end tables.
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In this case, we call pii and pij twin slices, and always include them together in
the solution. We formalize this in the definition of a valid query, as well as in
the definitions of quality measures, below.
Definition 3.2. Let S, resp. E, be user-specified sets of start, resp. end,
tables. A set of slices J = {pi1, . . . , pik} is a valid query for the input (S, E) if
the following four conditions are satisfied:
1. S(pii) ∈ S, 1 ≤ i ≤ k, and ∪
k
i=1S(pii) = S;
2. T (pii) ∈ E, 1 ≤ i ≤ k, and ∪
k
i=1pii ⊇ E;
3. For any pi ∈ J , if there exists pi′ s.t. S(pi) = S(pi′), T (pi) = T (pi′), and
Supp(pi) = Supp(pi′), then pi′ ∈ J ;
4. The graph ∪ki=1pii is connected.
If J is a valid query for (S, E), and no subset J ′ ⊂ J is a valid query for (S, E),
we say that J is parsimonious for (S, E).
Note that we use slightly different conditions on the start and end tables.
By requiring that ∪ki=1S(pii) = S, we ensure that the computed query J im-
poses conditions on all tables specified by the user. For end tables, the similar
requirement would be that ∪ki=1T (pii) = E , i.e., each end table is selected in
at least one slice. While natural, this condition can be relaxed by requiring
that each end table appears in at least one slice pii. We do this because of the
parsimony principle. Recall that each slice pi is obtained from log queries, and
represents an observed dependence between S(pi) and T (pi). However, it also

























π1 = e1 − [e2|e3]− e4 Supp(π1) = {Q1, Q2, Q3, Q4, Q5}
π2 = e1 − [e2|e3] Supp(π2) = {Q3, Q12}
π3 = e5 − e6 − e7 Supp(π3) = {Q3, Q4, Q6, Q7, Q8, Q9}
π4 = e5 − e6 − e7 − e4 Supp(π4) = {Q3}
π5 = e8 − e9 Supp(π5) = {Q3, Q10, Q11}
π6 = e8 − e9 − e4 Supp(π6) = {Q3}
π7 = e10 − e11 Supp(π7) = {Q1, Q2, Q5, Q6, Q7, Q8, Q9}
π8 = e12 − e13 Supp(π8) = {Q3, Q4}
π9 = e12 − e13 − e4 Supp(π9) = {Q3}
π10 = e12 − e14 − e13 Supp(π10) = {Q4}
(a) (b)
Figure 3.1: Computing valid queries to connect start tables {S1, S2, S3} and
end tables {T1, T2}: (a) schema subgraph; (b) slices and their support.
words, any query containing pi can be augmented to return values from table
T ′ ∈ pi, without changing the values returned from its other end tables. The
third condition in Definition 3.2 says that if J contains slices that have twins,
then J contains their twin slices as well, while the fourth condition ensures that
J does not degenerate into a cross product. Because a query must be a valid
query first, the condition on twin slices is given priority over parsimony.
In general, there are many ways of selecting sets of slices that satisfy Defi-
nition 3.2, so there are many valid queries for a given input. To determine the
best answer, we need to define a quality measure over valid queries. However,
as we illustrate in the example from Figure 3.1, defining a good measure is not
straightforward. In the following, we consider several possible measures, which
we divide into two categories: global measures, and local measures.
Global Measures: This class of measures considers the support sets of the
slices in a valid query, and computes the cardinality of various regions in the
Venn diagram of these sets. We explain how the different measures we consider
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affect the solutions computed from the slices in Figure 3.1.
Example A: Assume that the sets of start and end tables are S = {S1, S2, S3},
resp. E = {T1, T2}, and that the only slices between pairs of start and end tables
are those depicted in Figure 3.1(b). The support set of each slice is indicated
next to it. For example, slice pi2 = e1 − [e2|e3] appears in queries Q3 and Q12.
Note that query Q3 supports both slices pi1 and pi2, i.e., it explicitly returns
values from both T1 and T2. In contrast, queries Q1, Q2, Q4 and Q5 support
only slice pi1.
There are many valid queries that can be constructed from pi1, . . . , pi10. Ex-
amples include J1 = {pi1, pi3, pi5}, J2 = {pi1, pi3, pi7}, J3 = {pi1, pi3, pi8}, J4 =
{pi1, pi4, pi5}, and J5 = {pi1, pi3, pi4, pi7, pi8}. Which of these queries is the “best”
answer? Query J5 can be easily eliminated from consideration, as it violates
parsimony. Indeed, since J2, J3 ⊂ J5, then J2 and J3 are both more desirable
than J5. To compare the other solutions, we consider several measures, as
follows.
One natural measure is the cardinality of the intersection of support sets:
There are two queries, Q3 and Q4, that support all three slices in J3. By
contrast, the intersection of the support sets corresponding to J2 is empty.
Intuitively, J3 is a better answer than J2, since we have direct evidence in the
log that it has been used before. Similarly, J3 is better than both J1 and J4,
whose intersection of support sets only contains Q3. Hence, among the five
example queries, J3 is the best query according to the intersection measure.
Example B: Assume now that the path S3 − F − T2 does not exist in the
schema graph. Hence, slices pi8, pi9 and pi10 do not exist, and J3 is not a
candidate answer. According to the previous criterion, both J1 and J4 are
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better than J2. However, by returning either J1 or J4, we are in fact ignoring
the evidence of all queries Q1, Q2, Q4, . . . , Q9. Note that 3 out of 7 queries in the
support set of slice pi7 also support slice pi1 (i.e., queries Q1, Q2, Q5). Similarly,
4 out of 7 queries in Supp(pi7) also support pi3 (i.e., queries Q6, . . . , Q9). Thus,
there is strong evidence in the log that slice pi7 is related to both slices pi1 and
pi3, even though no query connects all three of them. By contrast, there is only
one query, Q3, that relates slice pi5 to pi1 and pi3 (or similarly, to pi1 and pi4). It is
possible that Q3 was issued for infrequent conditions on S1, S2 and S3; or even
that it was erroneously issued. In either case, it is reasonable to consider J2 a
better answer. The second quality measure we define maximizes the cardinality
of the set of queries that support at least two slices in the answer.
A third possibility is to simply maximize the cardinality of the union of
support sets. This ignores the importance of co-occurrence of slices in log
queries. By this criterion, query J1 is the best. We summarize this discussion
as follows.
Definition 3.3. Let S, resp. E, be user-specified sets of start, resp. end, tables,
and J = {pi1, . . . , pik} be a valid query for the input (S, E).
1. The intersection measure of J , denoted µI(J), is the cardinality of the
intersection of support sets in J , i.e., µI(J) = | ∩
k
i=1 Supp(pii)|.
2. The non-outlier measure of J , denoted µN(J), is the cardinality of the
set of queries that appear in at least two support sets in J . Formally,
µN(J) = | ∪1≤i<j≤k (Supp(pii) ∩ Supp(pij))|.
3. The union measure of J , denoted µU(J), is the cardinality of the union




Figure 3.2: Illustration of µI(J) (black region), µN(J) (black and grey regions),
and µU(J) (black, grey, and white regions) for a query J defined by 5 slices.
Query J is optimal according to the intersection | non-outlier | union measure
if it satisfies the following two conditions: (a) J is parsimonious for (S, E); and
(b) µ{I|N |U}(J) is maximal over all parsimonious queries for (S, E).
Figure 3.2 illustrates the three measures for the support sets of a fixed set J
of k = 5 slices: µI is the number of elements that appear in all k sets, while µN
is the number of elements that appear in at least two sets. From the discussion
above, it is not clear which measure is better, i.e., which one better reflects
how the oracle would answer. One could imagine two sets of slices J1 and J2
for which µI(J1) < µI(J2), but µN(J1) > µN(J2). Of course, there are other
measures we could consider. For example, we could define a measure as the
number of elements that appear in (at most, at least, exactly) k/2 sets of J ; or
a new measure µ as a vector of several measures. In this chapter, we choose to
explore only the “extreme” cases µI and µN . We include µU for completeness,
although we do not expect it to lead to good answers (as indeed verified in our
experimental results).
Local Measures: So far, our approach to defining quality measures has
been holistic, i.e., a query Q counts towards µ{I|N |U}(J) only if Q supports
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at least an entire slice of J (for µI(J), Q has to support all slices in J). We
now propose an alternative approach, in which queries may have fractional
contributions towards the measure if they contain at least an edge in J (as
opposed to an entire slice).
Definition 3.4. Let S, resp. E, be user-specified sets of start, resp. end, tables.
Let Π = {pi1, . . . , pin} be all the slices generated from log queries, such that
S(pii) ∈ S and T (pii) ∈ E. For any edge e ∈ ∪
n
i=1pii, let Π(e) = {pii ∈ Π | e ∈ pii}
be the set of slices in Π that contain e.




i.e., it is the fraction of queries in Supp(pi1) ∪ . . . ∪ Supp(pin) that con-
tain edge e. The relevance of a parallel edge of size q, E = [e1| . . . |eq],




. The irrelevance of E is defined as
ν(E) = 1− rel(E);
2. The irrelevance of a slice pi ∈ Π, where pi = E1 − . . .− Em, is defined as
ν(pi) = (
∑m
i=1 ν(Ei))/m; i.e., ν(pi) is the average irrelevance of a parallel
edge in pi;
3. The irrelevance of a valid query J = {pi1, . . . , pik} is defined as ν(J) =∑k
i=1 ν(pii).
A valid query J is optimal according to the irrelevance measure if ν(J) is min-
imum over all valid queries for (S, E).






















. The intuition for defining the relevance of an
edge as above is that highly instantiated join edges are more likely to be part
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of an ideal solution. Thus, by maximizing the average relevance of an edge in
our solution, we want to “guess” as many of the edges in an ideal solution as
possible. We still choose edges from one slice at a time, as this insures that we
connect the start and end tables appropriately. The problem is formulated in
terms of minimizing the total irrelevance of slices, rather than maximizing their
relevance, so that it closely resembles a minimum weight set cover problem. We
detail this in the next section. Finally, note that ν(J) is defined as a sum, rather
than an average, of ν(pii), because we want to penalize queries with many slices.
If a query J is optimal under ν, it immediately follows that it is parsimonious.
3.3 Algorithms
As described in Section 3.1, our overall approach is to first decompose existing
log queries into slices, and then recombine the slices to form a new query. We
detail the two phases below.
3.3.1 Slice Extraction
In a pre-processing phase, we identify for each log query Q its sets of start and
end tables, according to the WHERE and SELECT clauses of Q. Note that
the sets of start and end tables need not be disjoint. From each start table R1
of Q, we execute a depth first search procedure in the graph associated with
Q, and generate all combinatorially distinct simple paths that end in some
end table R2 of Q, R2 6= R1. If Q contains self-joins, we also generate paths
that contain self-loops: each self-loop is traversed at most once by a path, and
there are no cycles of length larger than 1 on the path. For each path pi thus
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generated, we keep track of the start table fields of R1, the end table fields of
R2, and add Q to Supp(pi). For example, in Figure 3.1, query Q4 contains a
self-join on table F . Thus, when processing Q4, we extract both slices pi8 and
pi10, and add Q4 to their support sets. By contrast, query Q3 only supports pi8,
but not pi10, because it does not have a self-join on table F . The support set
of a slice is represented as a sorted vector of query id’s for small sets, or as a
bit vector for larger sets. Computing all support sets requires one linear scan
of the query log.
3.3.2 Slice Recombination
The main challenge for this step is scalability. The larger the query log, the
larger the number of distinct slices generated from it. Even for a user input
of type ({R1}, {R2}), i.e., for a single start table and a single end table, the
number of slices to consider may be exponential in the number of tables in
the database. This is because a slice may traverse any of the 2|R| subsets of
intermediate database tables between R1 and R2. Even if two slices traverse
identical sequences of tables, the join edges between the same pair of tables may
involve different columns. Then, the slices contain different parallel edges, and
are therefore distinct. Nor can we bound the number of slices between two tables
by the number of log queries. Indeed, a single query - which corresponds to a
connected subgraph in the schema graph - may generate exponentially many
slices between the same pair of tables (R1, R2), corresponding to the number
of distinct paths between R1 and R2 in the subgraph (e.g., if the subgraph
contains a large clique). Computing such a large number of slices is already a
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challenge for the extraction phase, but it can be executed oﬄine and in batch
mode (e.g., when the query log changes significantly). By contrast, the process
of query generation via slice recombination is user-driven and must be executed
fast.
To cope with this problem, we adopt the strategy of limiting the number of
slices between the same pair of start and end tables. More precisely, we consider
only the slices with highest support sets for each pair of start and end table
fields, and choose the top k (usually, k = 1 or k = 2) in the dataset from which
we compute a solution. Let Π denote the set of slices thus chosen. It is possible
that Π does not contain any of the “ideal” (i.e., oracle-recommended) solutions.
However, we conjecture that Π still contains solutions that have large overlap
with an ideal one. Our aim is to discover one such solution. As we discuss in
Section 3.4, this conjecture almost always holds for the real life query log over
which we have run extensive experiments.
We use a greedy approach for computing valid queries that are local maxima
under each of the measures defined in the previous section. The overall structure
of the algorithm is presented in Algorithm 1. Given the user input (S, E),
we start by extracting all slices pi that have S(pi) ∈ S and T (pi) ∈ E . The
initialization procedure in Step 2 selects a constant number C of slices from Π
that maximize the measure µ over all choices of C slices. The selected set J
must satisfy the following restrictions: Each of the C slices in J covers at least
one (start or end) table not covered by the other C− 1 slices; the C slices form
a connected subgraph; and no two slices in J are twins. We impose the latter
condition so that µ is not computed over fewer than C distinct support sets.
Once the initial set of slices is chosen, we expand it to include their twin slices
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Algorithm 1 Greedy approach to computing valid queries that maximize µ.
ComputeQuery((S, E), µ)
µ = quality measure;
1. Compute Π = {pi | S(pi) ∈ S, T (pi) ∈ E , pi in top k
slices between (S(pi), T (pi))};
2. J=Init(Π, µ);
3. J = J ∪ {pi′ | pi′ twin slice of some pi ∈ J};
4. Π = Π \ J ;
5. SCov = {S(pi) | pi ∈ J};
6. ECov = {R ∈ E | ∃pi ∈ J s.t. R ∈ pi};
7. while ((SCov 6= S) or (ECov 6= E)) and (Π 6= ∅))
8. Choose pi ∈ Π \ J s.t.:
8.1 S(pi) 6∈ SCov or T (pi) 6∈ ECov;
8.2 J ∪ {pi} is connected;
8.3 µ(J ∪ {pi}) = maxπ′ µ(J ∪ {pi
′})
(max is over pi′ ∈ Π that satisfy 8.1 and 8.2)
9. J = J ∪ {pi}; Π = Π \ {pi};
10. SCov = SCov ∪ {S(pi)}; ECov = ECov ∪ (pi ∩ E);
11. for each pi′ ∈ Π s.t. pi′ twin slice of pi
12. J = J ∪ {pi′}; Π = Π \ {pi′};
13. ECov = ECov ∪ (pi′ ∩ E);
14. endfor
15. if no pi can be chosen in step 8
16. return J as ‘incomplete solution’;
17. endif
18. end while
19. return J as ’complete solution’.
in Step 3. In our experiments, we use C = 1 or C = 2.
We say that a table R ∈ S is start-covered by the current solution J if there
exists a slice pi ∈ J so that R = S(pi); and a table R ∈ E is end-covered by J
if there exists pi ∈ J so that R ∈ pi. Note that, if a table R is in S ∩ E , then
R may be end-covered by J without being start-covered by it. The algorithm
continues to extend J so that it eventually start-covers R. The reverse is not
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true: if the table R ∈ S ∩E is start-covered by J , then it is also end-covered by
it. The algorithm greedily selects a new slice at each step, so that at least one
more table in S ∪ E is covered by the slice, and the measure µ is maximized.
The slice selection is subject to the condition that the new partial solution J is
a connected graph. We check this in Step 8.2, by verifying whether the set of
tables that appear in J and the set of tables that appear in pi have non-empty
intersection.
Global Measures: The greedy framework in Algorithm 1 is used for each
of the three global measures defined in Section 3.2, by setting µ = µI , µ =
µN , or µ = µU , respectively. The solution thus computed is not necessarily
parsimonious. For example, suppose that S = {S1, S2} and E = {T1, T2}, and
assume that the algorithm proceeds as follows: It first chooses a slice connecting
the pair (S1, T1), then it chooses a slice for (S1, T2), and finally for (S2, T2). If
the slices for (S1, T1) and (S2, T2) are connected, then the slice for (S1, T2) can
be eliminated, to obtain a smaller valid query.
For the intersection measure, parsimony of the final solution J could be
enforced in a post-processing step, by eliminating unnecessary slices. Note
that this does not decrease µI(J) (although it may increase it). However, if
J is generated as a local maximum under µN or µU , then eliminating slices
from J is undesirable, as it may significantly decrease µN(J) or µU(J). We
therefore prefer to return the solution as computed by the greedy method,
without enforcing parsimony.
Additional considerations: It is possible that in Step 8.3 there are multiple
slices pi that maximize the value µ(J ∪ {pi}). If that is the case, there are two
natural choices on how to continue: randomly choose only one such slice; or,
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choose all slices for which the maximum is attained. In our implementation we
prefer the latter solution, for the following reason. If pi and pi′ are twin slices,
then µ(J ∪{pi}) = µ(J ∪{pi′}) for any global measure µ, by definition. Thus, if
pi achieves the maximum value in Step 8.3, then pi′ also achieves it. By adding
all such slices to J at the same time, we eliminate the need for Steps 11–14.
Of course, the reverse is not true: two slices that achieve the maximum in Step
8.3 are not necessarily twins (however, they are very likely to be twins). Since
there is no natural way to decide, in only one greedy step, which one is the
better choice, we adopt the strategy of including all such slices.
Local Measure: The optimization problem in this case can be formulated
as a minimum weight set cover problem, where the set of elements to be covered
corresponds to the start and end tables, and each slice corresponds to the subset
of start and end tables it covers. However, because start tables and end tables
are considered covered under different conditions (Definition 3.2(1) and (2)),
we must formulate the set cover problem a bit more carefully.
We define an instance (X, C, wt) of the minimum weight set cover as follows
(X is the set of elements to be covered, and C is the set of subsets of X from
which the cover is chosen): For each table R ∈ S, define an element Rs in X,
and for each table R ∈ E , define an element Re in X. Note that if R ∈ (S ∩E),
then there are two distinct elements, Rs and Re, corresponding to R in X.
To define C, we assume for simplicity that there are no twin slices in Π (we
later discuss how to modify the definition for twin slices). For each slice pi,
define a subset of elements Cπ = {(S(pi))
s} ∪ ({Re | R ∈ E ∩ pi}), and let
C = {Cπ | pi ∈ Π} be the set of all such subsets. In addition, we define the
weight of the subset Cπ to be wt(Cπ) = ν(pi). Then, (X, C, wt) is an instance
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of the minimum weight set cover problem, whose optimum corresponds to the
optimal query under the local measure ν. Indeed, the goal of the minimum
weight set cover is to choose a subset C∗ ⊆ C that covers X (i.e., X ⊆ ∪C∈C∗C)
and for which wt(C∗) =
∑
C∈C∗ wt(C) is minimum over all such covers of X.
Since C∗ covers X, this implies that the set J∗ = {pi | Cπ ∈ C
∗} start-covers
S and end-covers E . To prove that J∗ is minimal under ν, consider any other
query J that is valid for (S, E). The set C = {Cπ′ | pi
′ ∈ J} is a cover of X,






If Π contains twin slices, we modify the definitions of C and wt as follows. A
subset Cπ ∈ C corresponds to the tables covered by pi, as well as any of its twin
slices. More precisely, let T (pi) = {pi} ∪ {pi′ ∈ Π | pi and pi′ are twin slices}.




e | R ∈ E ∩ pi′}). Note that, for any
twin slices pi and pi′, Cπ = Cπ′ . Let C be the set of distinct subsets Cπ. We also




Algorithm 1 is adapted to the greedy approach of set cover as follows. In
Step 8, we choose a set of twin slices T (pi), rather than a single slice. We define
the measure µ for a set of slices J ∪ T (pi) as follows: Let SCov(J), ECov(J)
be the tables in S, resp. E . that are start-covered, resp. end-covered, by J .
Similarly, let ECov(T (pi)) be the tables in E that are end-covered by T (pi).
Note that there is only one table that is start-covered by T (pi), i.e., S(pi). Then
µ(J ∪ T (pi)) =
|S(pi) \ SCov(J)|+ |ECov(T (pi)) \ ECov(J)|
ν(T (pi))
(3.1)
With this modification, Steps 11–14 in Algorithm 1 become unnecessary. The
following claim is immediate from the well known approximation result for
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minimum weight cover.
Propositon 3.1. Algorithm ComputeQuery((S, E), µ), with µ as in Equa-
tion 3.1, computes a valid query for (S, E) of irrelevance at most νΠ log N ,
where νΠ is the minimum irrelevance of a valid query for (S, E), chosen from
the set Π, and N = |S|+ |E| is the total number of start and end tables.
Let Πall denote all slices with start tables from S and end tables from E .
Because Π ⊂ Πall contains only the top k slices for each pair of start and end
table fields, the value νΠ in Proposition 3.1 is different from the overall minimum
irrelevance of a valid query, denoted ν∗. This happens for two reasons. First, the
optimal solution may contain slices that are in Πall\Π. However, because of the
tight correlation between a small irrelevance and a large support set for a slice,
we expect that most slices from the optimal query in Πall are also contained
in Π. Second, the irrelevance of an edge e can change when considering the
support sets of all slices in Πall, as opposed to the support sets of slices in
Π. However, the irrelevance of a slice is an average over the irrelevance of its
edges. Thus, for the change to be significant at the slice level, the majority of
edges on the same slice must change their ν value significantly, and in the same
direction (i.e., either increase or decrease). We expect that this is an infrequent
occurrence. Overall, νΠ is likely close to ν
∗.
3.4 Experimental Evaluation
We have conducted an extensive experimental study on a query log recorded
over a period of 3 months in 2007 by a warehouse of several AT&T proprietary
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databases. All queries which accessed tables in a particular database were
recorded, although queries typically involved joins across several databases.
Many of the queries were generated by query generation tools working over
an entity-relationship model, while others were issued as part of automated
applications. Due to the length of time over which the log was recorded, we
expect that it also contains human written queries. We did not have access
to the schemas, nor to any metadata about the semantics of the databases.
In particular, we did not have access to any of the query-generating tools or
applications.
All our algorithms are implemented in Java, and run on an Intel Core 2 Duo
PC with 2.33GHz CPU and 3.25GB RAM. For the remainder of this section,
we denote by (Global-I, Global-N and Global-U) the greedy algorithms
obtained from the framework in Algorithm 1, by setting µ = µI , µ = µN , and
µ = µU , respectively. We denote by (Local) the algorithm obtained by setting
µ as in Equation 3.1. We also implement and evaluate two strawmen methods,
denoted Base and Random, which we describe later in this section.
3.4.1 Evaluation Methodology
We consider each query Q in the query log itself to be an ideal solution for
the input (S(Q), E(Q)), since we assume that the log is consistent with the
oracle recommendations. Our algorithms are trained on part of the data. More
precisely, there are 13,153 log queries that involve one or more join operations;
these have between 1 and 6 start tables (average = 2.3) and between 1 and 9
end tables (average = 4). We randomly choose 20% out of them as test queries.
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We process the remaining 80% queries, which are used as training data, for slice
extraction, as described in Section 3.3. This resulted in around 30,000 slices,
which we store along with their support sets on disk. We then recombine such
slices as follows. For each test query Q, we compute its set of start tables S(Q)
and end tables E(Q). We pass the input (S(Q), E(Q)) to our algorithm, and
ask it to recombine slices extracted from the training data and compose a join
query for that input. The result returned by our algorithm is compared to the
original query Q for accuracy evaluation.
We repeat each experiment five times with independent choices of train-
ing/test data in each round, and present the average as the result in this sec-
tion. The difference between the average and the result in any round is no more
than 0.16%, demonstrating the statistical validity of our results.
For each pair of start and end tables, we find the top-k slices for each field
pair in the start and end tables occurring in the logged queries, and merge these
to obtain table level slices. We refer to these as the top-k candidate slices, and
use only such sets when generating a solution using our methods. As we show
in the experiments below, top-1 slices are usually sufficient to provide good
results, and, depending on the measure µ, they may even yield better results
than larger candidate sets.
Accuracy Measures: Let Q denote a test query and J denote the solution
computed by one of the algorithms, for the input (S(Q), E(Q)). We denote by
Edge(Q), resp. Edge(J), the set of all (simple) join edges that appear in the
subgraph of Q, resp. J . To compare the quality of J with respect to Q, a
natural approach is to evaluate the four measures defined below.
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- The precision of J w.r.t. Q is the fraction of edges in J that also appear
in Q, i.e., p(J,Q) = |Edge(Q)∩Edge(J)|
|Edge(J)|
;
- The recall of J w.r.t. Q is the fraction of edges in Q that are part of J ,
i.e., r(J,Q) = |Edge(Q)∩Edge(J)|
|Edge(Q)|
;
- The jaccard coefficient is j(J,Q) = |Edge(Q)∩Edge(J)|
|Edge(Q)∪Edge(J)|
.
- The f-measure is f(J,Q) = 2×p(J,Q)×r(J,Q)
p(J,Q)+r(J,Q)
Thus, the precision indicates what percentage of edges in the computed result
are actually part of the original query, while recall shows how many original
edges are “discovered” by the algorithm. The jaccard coefficient is a natural
measure for the similarity of two sets, while the widely used f-measure is the
harmonic mean of precision and recall.
Confidence Measures: We also calculate, for each solution J , the mea-
sures µI(J), µN(J) and µU(J). Since these values can vary widely, depending
on the particular input for which J was generated, we normalize each mea-
sure by µU(J), so we can plot the values for all solutions together. We call
these normalized results confidence measures. More precisely, for each solu-











. The normalized µU is always
1, and we drop it. As the following experiments show, the greedy algorithm
with µ = µU is the least accurate, and is only included for completeness. In all
the subsequent experiments, we report both conf1 and conf2 for all methods.
However, note that Global-I does not attempt to maximize µN , and Global-N
does not maximize µI .
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Additional Methods: Our strategy of locally maximizing one of the mea-
sures defined in Section 3.2 aims to approximate the behavior of an oracle. A
natural question that arises is whether less sophisticated strategies may do just
as well. Given a set of start and end tables, are the slices we extract from
the training data (i.e., the set Π in Algorithm 1) diverse enough to justify car-
rying on various selection procedures over them? Or is it the case that most
slices in Π also appear in an ideal solution, and any simple strategy will give
good results? To answer this, we implement two additional methods, denoted
Base and Random. The Base method simply returns all potentially relevant
candidate slices as the solution, i.e., J = Π. The Random method replaces
the greedy step by a random choice; i.e., instead of computing the slice pi that
maximizes µ(J ∪ {pi}) in Step 8.3 of Algorithm 1, it randomly picks a slice pi
from the current candidate set. However, each time a slice is picked, we verify
whether it covers a start or end table that is not yet covered by the current
solution J , and whether J∪{pi} is a connected graph. If any of these conditions
fails, pi is discarded, and a new random choice is made. Hence, this is not a
purely random method, as we still want to generate valid queries. In the fol-
lowing sections, we will evaluate and compare the performance of our proposed
techniques with these two strawmen methods.
3.4.2 Efficiency
We measure the time to generate a join query recommendation in response
to a user provided specification. Our greedy methods are very fast, and the
average response time of these methods is 155ms using top-1 candidate slices,
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and 205ms using top-2 candidate slices. This response time includes computing
the accuracy and confidence measures, and writing the results into files.
3.4.3 Evaluating Global Methods
In this section, we examine the performance of global methods, i.e., Global-
I, Global-N, and Global-U. First, we look at the effect of the initialization
procedure. As discussed in the previous section, the initialization procedure
chooses the combination of C (non-twin) slices from Π that maximizes the
measure µ. In our experiments, we set C = 1 or C = 2. Intuitively, we expect
C = 2 to provide better results: Starting with the best set of two slices, instead
of one, provides a higher probability of overlap with subsequent slices. In fact,
the larger the value of C, the closer we are to examining all combinations of
slices, and to generating the optimal solution. However, the running time of
the initialization procedure is O(|Π|C), so large values of C are infeasible. We
found that C = 2 provides a good tradeoff between accuracy and efficiency.
In Figures 3.3(a), (b), (c) and (d), we plot the distribution, over all test
queries, of the values of precision, recall, jaccard and f-measure respectively.
The solutions are computed by Global-I and Global-N from top-1 candidate
slices (we obtained similar graphs using top-2 candidate slices). For Global-U,
the choice of C is irrelevant: the set J initialized with C = 2 is the same as
the set J obtained after initializing with C = 1 and executing one greedy step.
The x-axis shows ranges of values for the accuracy measure, while the y-axis is
the percentage of test queries for which the computed solution achieves a value






























































































































































































































Figure 3.3: Effect of Initialization Procedure on Global-I and Global-N with
Top-1 Candidate Slice Set.
the leftmost range is [0, 1], while the rightmost range is [1, 1]. For example, in
Figure 3.3(a), there are about 83% test queries for which Global-I returns a
solution with precision equal to 1. As observed from the graphs, both Global-I
and Global-N achieve higher precision, recall, jaccard and f-measure for C = 2,
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versus C = 1. An interesting phenomenon is that although using C = 2 yields
more accurate results, it does not necessarily lead to higher values of conf1 or
conf2. As shown in Figures 3.3(e) and (f), algorithms with C = 1 actually
obtain slightly higher confidence. We will shed more light on the correlation
between the accuracy and confidence measures later in the section.
Next, we compare the relative performance of the three global methods.
For the graphs in Figure 3.4, we used C = 2 in the initialization procedure,
which yields more accurate results for Global-I and Global-N. In this set of
experiments, we include the results for each method running on both top-1 and
top-2 candidate slice sets. The graphs in Figures 3.4(a), (b), (c) and (d) indicate
that Global-I is the most accurate method, both for top-1 and top-2 candidate
slice sets. It achieves the highest precision, recall, jaccard and f-measure among
the three global methods. As expected, Global-U has the worst accuracy, with
one exception: it achieves recall values equal to 1 on slightly more test queries
than Global-N (Figure 3.4(b)). We conclude that maximizing the intersection
of support sets for the slices in the solution is the best strategy to approximate
ideal queries.
Figure 3.4 also shows how the choice of top-1 versus top-2 candidate slices
affects the performance of the methods. Let Π1, Π2 denote the set of top-1, resp.
top-2, candidate slices. All three methods perform better on Π1 than on Π2 for
precision, jaccard and f-measure. For recall, Global-U performs better on Π1,
while Global-I and Global-N have similar performance on both candidate sets.
To understand these results, we have examined several solutions in more detail.
We found out that all three methods tend to select in the solution some slices


































































































































































































































Figure 3.4: Comparison of Global Methods on Top-1 and Top-2 Candidate Slice
Sets.
pi ∈ (Π2 \ Π1) may be better for extending the partial solution. However, by
the time the final solution is generated, that choice is not the best one we could
have made. Although Π2 ⊃ Π1, and thus the optimal solution over Π2 is at least
as good as that over Π1, the greedy strategy works better when it has fewer
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options. Note that Π1 contains the slices with largest support sets for each pair
of start and end tables, i.e., the most common and useful slices, and is thus
sufficient for generating solutions for many test queries. We point out that
for Global-U the quality of the results degrades significantly when replacing
Π1 with Π2; while for Global-I and Global-N, although they also achieve better
results on Π1, the difference between Π1 and Π2 is relatively small. This suggests
that Global-U is less resilient to having more options (which includes more bad
options). The experiments confirm our intuition that maximizing the union
of support sets, without considering their mutual intersections, is not a good
strategy. By contrast, maximizing the common intersection, or the union of
overlaps, guarantees that most slices do appear together in real queries.
3.4.4 Global Vs Local Methods
In this section, we compare the performance of the local strategy with that
of global strategies. The results are shown in Figure 3.5. Since Global-I is
the best among the global methods, we drop Global-N and Global-U from the
graphs, for the sake of clarity. Although Local obtains high precision, similar
to that of Global-I, its recall is much lower than that of Global-I on both top-1
and top-2 slices. This indicates that although Local selects relevant slices, it
fails to find many of the slices in the ideal solution, which significantly impacts
its recall. It is not surprising, therefore, that the jaccard and f-measure of
Local are also worse than Global-I. However, Local performs better with respect
to the confidence measures: it achieves conf1 ∈ [0.5, 1] and conf2 ∈ [0.9, 1]


















































































































































































































Figure 3.5: Comparison of Global-I and Local on Top-1 and Top-2 Candidate
Slice Sets.
Local are strongly correlated, since a large intersection or overlap of support
sets indicates that the corresponding slices appear together in many queries.
However, such correlation among the final set of slices does not necessarily lead
to high similarity between the solution and the original test query. Again, we
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defer discussion of this apparent disconnect between confidence and accuracy
measures to later in the section. Sometimes, even when two test queries differ
from each other only in one start or end table, or when the set of start or end
tables of one test query is a subset of the corresponding set of the other query,
they have significantly different sets of edges. Therefore, Local is less adaptive
to small changes in the input than Global-I.
Although not plotted in Figure 3.5, we mention that Global-N outperforms
Local on both top-1 and top-2 slices by achieving higher recall, jaccard and
f-measure. Global-U beats Local only on top-1 slices, and degrades faster than
Local on top-2 slices. The trends for the confidence measures are similar, with
Local being better than the global measures.
3.4.5 Comparison with Base and Random
In this section, we evaluate the performance of Base and Random and compare
them with our proposed algorithms.
First, we compare Random with Base by examining the influence of top-k
slices on their performance. We discuss only the accuracy measures, as confi-
dence measures are less relevant for these methods. From Figure 3.6, we see
that the performance of both Random and Base degrades significantly on top-2
slices. The only exception is that, for the recall measure, Base performs slightly
better on top-2 slices (Figure 3.6(b)). This is to be expected, since Base sim-
ply returns all candidate slices, and the more slices returned, the higher the
probability that edges of the test query are covered by the result. However, the

























































































































































Figure 3.6: Comparison of Random and Base on Top-1 and Top-2 Candidate
Slice Sets.
top-2 slices (and in either case, it is almost always 100%), is very significant. It
reinforces our conclusion that the greedy algorithms should be executed only
over top-1 slices. Using top-2 slices does not significantly improve the potential
recall of any solution, but it introduces many bad candidate slices. This is
illustrated in Figure 3.6(a), where the precision for Base degrades on top-2.
Comparing the two methods, we note that, while Base achieves 100% recall
almost all the time, the recall of results generated by Random is much lower.
Although Random outperforms Base for precision on both top-1 and top-2
slices, the big gap of recall between the two methods makes Base better in the
jaccard coefficient and f-measure on top-2 slices and for high values on top-1
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slices. The conclusion is that Random fails to find as many accurate solutions
as possible, although imposing the connectivity condition on the generated















































































































































































































Figure 3.7: Comparison of Global-I, Local, Random and Base on Top-1 Can-
didate Slice Sets.
We now compare Random and Base with our global and local methods.
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Since all methods perform better on top-1 slices, we restrict our experiments
here to this setting. We use Global-I as the representative method for global
measures, as it is the most accurate of the three. The results are depicted in
Figure 3.7. Base and Random perform worse in terms of precision, while, as
expected, Base achieves the highest recall. Local consistently performs worst
among the four methods on recall, jaccard and f-measure, and we ignore it in
the subsequent discussion. Although Base achieves 100% recall on almost all
queries, while Global-I only achieves it in about 75% of the tests, the better
recall of Base comes at a heavy price. By selecting all slices, Base generates
larger, more complicated solutions, as reflected in its smaller precision. More-
over, the precision of Base drops dramatically for top-2 slices (Figure 3.6(a)).
We conclude that for many test queries, the sets of candidate slices contain bad
choices, and that we need a strategy for pruning them away. We now compare
the two competing strategies, i.e., Global-I and Random. Note that Global-I
significantly outperforms Random for recall values in range [0.9, 1] and equal to
1: Global-I achieves such recall values on approximately 14% and 22% more test
queries than Random, i.e., it better approximates the ideal solution for around
360 to 570 tests queries. For jaccard and f-measure, Global-I outperforms Ran-
dom in almost all cases. This shows that having a more sophisticated strategy
for choosing slices is important, since naive random choices do not perform
well. We further note that running Random without imposing the connectiv-
ity condition returned even worse recall results. Moreover, the recall, jaccard
and f-measure of Random degrade significantly on top-2 slices (Figure 3.6), far
more than the relatively mild accuracy loss of Global-I on top-2 slices (Figure
3.4 (b)). We conclude that Global-I is both more accurate, and more consistent
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than Random.
Finally, we note that Random achieves slightly higher values for conf1 than
Global-I does, even though Global-I locally maximizes the intersection of sup-
port sets, i.e., the un-normalized value corresponding to conf1. Yet again,
this is at odds with the fact that Random achieves lower recall, jaccard and
f-measure values. In the last part of this section, we turn our attention to better
understanding the relationship between the conf1 and jaccard measures.1
3.4.6 Analysis of Conf1 and Jaccard
All the experimental results we have analyzed so far leave us with an apparent
paradox. Global-I consistently achieves a higher jaccard coefficient, but a lower
conf1 value, than rival methods such as Local and Random. However, Global-I
arrives at the solution precisely by trying to optimize the measure µI , which is
the un-normalized version of conf1. For a complete picture, we have also run
Global-I using µ(J) = conf1(J), instead of µ(J) = µI(J) as the measure, but
this only marginally improved the final reported value of conf1, while slightly
decreasing the jaccard.
Since the final value of conf1 does not seem to correlate much with the
jaccard coefficient, we hypothesized that intermediate values of conf1 must be
better correlated. In other words, our conjecture is that for many tests, conf1
decreases significantly only in the final iterations of Global-I. This happens if
there is no way to cover the last one or two tables without choosing a slice whose
support set has small intersection with the current solution. However, while
1Both jaccard and f-measure are more comprehensive measures than precision and recall.








































































Figure 3.8: Comparison of Conf1 and Jaccard for Random and Global-I.
this reduces conf1, it may not be an inherently bad choice. The set of slices
that describes the original test query itself may have very low conf1. What
the jaccard measure indicates is that following the strategy of maximizing µI
for each partial solution is correct, even though the final value may be small.
To test our hypothesis, we track the values of conf1 and jaccard for Random
and Global-I each time a new slice is added to the solution. In Figures 3.8(a) and
(b), we plot the value of conf1 and jaccard after the partial solution contains
two slices (denoted 2nd), and after the partial solution contains half the slices
of the final solution (denoted median) respectively. We observe that Global-
I achieves much higher values for second and median conf1 than Random;
while for jaccard, it’s interesting to notice that Global-I achieves slightly lower
values for second jaccard but much higher median jaccard than Random. Thus,
we could conclude that conf1 in early iterations is strongly correlated with
the eventual jaccard, and the greedy strategy of Global-I, especially in early
iterations, is responsible for its overall good accuracy.
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3.5 Summary
We have proposed a novel framework to automatically create join query recom-
mendations matching minimal user specifications, based on an analysis of SQL
query logs, inspired by ideas from program slicing. Our extensive evaluation of
various quality measures, using the query log of an actual enterprise database
system, shows that the best strategy for generating a solution (as a set of slices)
is to locally maximize the measure µI of the partial solution. We show that we
can generate good queries efficiently, by restricting the candidate set to top-
1 slices. Our results demonstrate the practical viability of our approach for
recommending join queries.
This work is published as a full paper in the IEEE International Conference




Complex databases are challenging to explore and query by users unfamiliar
with their schemas. Enterprise databases often have hundreds of inter-linked
tables, so even when extensive documentation is available, new users must
spend a considerable amount of time understanding the schema before they
can retrieve any information from the database. The problem is aggravated
if the documentation is missing or outdated, which may happen with legacy
databases.
In this chapter we identify limitations of previous approaches to address
this vexing problem, and propose a principled approach to summarizing the
contents of a relational database, so that a user can determine at a glance the
type of information it contains, and the main tables in which that information
resides. Our approach has three components: First, we define the importance
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of each table in the database as its stable state value in a random walk over
the schema graph, where the transition probabilities depend on the entropies
of table attributes. This ensures that the importance of a table depends both
on its information content, and on how that content relates to the content of
other tables in the database. Second, we define a metric space over the tables
in a database, such that the distance function is consistent with an intuitive
notion of table similarity. Finally, we use a Weighted k-Center algorithm under
this distance function to cluster all tables in the database around the most
relevant tables, and return the result as our summary. We conduct an extensive
experimental study on a benchmark database, comparing our approach with
previous methods, as well as with several hybrid models. We show that our
approach not only achieves significantly higher accuracy than the previous state
of the art, but is also faster and scales linearly with the size of the schema graph.
4.1 Introduction
Enterprise databases often consist of hundreds of inter-linked tables, which
makes them challenging to explore and query by new users. Even when exten-
sive documentation is available (and this is by no means the rule), there is a
steep learning curve before users can interact with the system.
Recent database work has recognized the importance of developing tools
that can help users significantly reduce the time they spend understanding an
unfamiliar system. A strong research direction considers so-called structure-free
query models, that allow the user to pose queries without having to understand
the schema structure. The simplest such model is keyword search [2]. Increas-
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ingly more sophisticated mechanisms, such as query relaxation [5] and meaning-
ful summary query [68], allow users to pose more complex queries, that include
non-trivial structure requirements (e.g., joins). While the majority of the work
in this area is for XML schemas, recent results have also specifically addressed
relational databases [32]. An excellent overview of many other approaches can
be found in [30].
However, the ability to pose queries is not the only end-goal of users in-
teracting with unfamiliar systems. While tools that improve the usability of
a system have clear and immediate benefits, their very goal is to shield users
from the complexity of the underlying structure. This is perfectly acceptable
for casual users, but insufficient for users who wish to familiarize themselves
with a complex schema. Such users may include new database administrators,
analysts trying to extract useful information out of the database, or developers
who want to create new tools and forms on top of that database. While they
may eventually need to acquire detailed knowledge of the system, their ability
to do so would be greatly improved if they could start with a simplified, easy-
to-read schema. (We ourselves have benefited from such an approach while
becoming acquainted with the TPC-E benchmark we use in this chapter: we
started by understanding the schema in Figure 4.2, before reading several dozen
pages of documentation). Early work in this area has focused on ER model ab-
straction [4]. However, unlike ER models, XML and relational schemas do
not have semantic information attached to the schema edges. Recognizing the
importance of schema summarization, Yu and Jagadish [67] proposed the first
algorithms for automatically creating database summaries. Further discussion
of related work appears in Section 4.3.
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The method of [67] was developed for XML schemas, but, as the authors
state, it can also be applied to relational databases. However, relational schemas
come with specific challenges that are not usually encountered in XML schemas.
In fact, the two main assumptions on which the model of [67] is based can both
fail, even on relatively simple relational schemas. The reasons for such failures
are intrinsic to the design and functionality of database systems, so they cannot
be avoided. We defer a detailed discussion of this issue to Section 4.3, as we
need to introduce several notations and definitions in order to better explain it.
In addition to these intrinsic differences between XML and relational schemas,
there are additional challenges that arise from inconsistent or missing data in
relational databases. In particular, the existence of schema-level join relation-
ships does not necessarily imply that all instances in a table satisfy that join.
As our experiments show in Section 4.7, the method of [67] does not work well
on the benchmark relational schema over which we conduct our study. There-
fore, we propose a novel approach for summarizing relational schemas, that
addresses the specific challenges associated with them in a principled manner.
Our contributions are as follows:
• We propose a new definition for the importance of tables in a relational
schema. The definition is based on information theory and statistical
models, and reflects the information content of a table, as well as how
that content relates to the content of other tables.
• We define a metric space over tables in a relational schema, by introducing
a novel distance function that quantifies the similarity between tables. We
believe this distance may be of independent interest.
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• We propose using a Weighted k-Center algorithm for schema summa-
rization, and conduct an extensive experimental study using the TPC-E
benchmark data to justify our approach.
4.2 Notations
The schema graph G = (R, E) is defined in the usual way for relational databases:
The nodes correspond to tables R ∈ R, and the (undirected) edges to database
joins. Each table R is a n × m matrix, where the columns are the attributes
A1, . . . , Am associated with R, and the rows are the table tuples τ1, . . . , τn. We
denote by R.Ai the column corresponding to an attribute Ai in table R. If there
is a join relationship between table R on attribute A and table S on attribute
B, then the corresponding edge in the schema graph is labeled R.A−S.B (note
that in general, there may be multiple edges between the same pair of nodes,
labeled by different join attributes).
For example, all four cases in Figure 4.1 correspond to the same schema
graph that consists of two nodes and one edge R.A − S.B. However, while
the schema graph is the same, different cases arise at the tuple level. We call
the graphs in Figure 4.1 instance-level graphs: they are obtained by drawing
the join edges between tuples, rather than tables. If a pair of tuples τ ∈ R
and τ ′ ∈ S satisfies the join condition R.A − S.B, we say that the tuples τ, τ ′
instantiate the schema edge. For example, in Figure 4.1 (d), the first tuple of
R and the first tuple of S instantiate the edge R.A − S.B. For a fixed tuple
τ ∈ R, the fanout of τ along edge R.A− S.B is the number of different tuples




















































Figure 4.1: Four instance-level graphs for the schema graph ({R,S}, {R.A −
S.B}): (a) af(R) = maf(R) = f(R) = 1, af(S) = maf(S) = f(S) = 1; (b)
af(R) = maf(R) = f(R) = 1, af(S) = maf(S) = (4+3+2)/3 = 3, f(S) = 1;
(c) af(R) = af(S) = 2/3, maf(R) = maf(S) = 1, f(R) = f(S) = 2/3; (d)
af(R) = maf(R) = f(R) = 1, af(S) = (4 + 3 + 2)/5 = 9/5, maf(S) =
(4 + 3 + 2)/3 = 3, f(S) = 3/5.
tuple of S has fanout 4, while the last tuple of S has fanout 0 (this tuple does
not instantiate the edge).
Definition 4.1. Let e = R.A−S.B be an edge in the schema graph G = (R, E).







where τ1, . . . , τn are all the tuples of R, and fanoute(τi) is the fanout of τi along
edge e.
Let q be the number of tuples in R for which fanoute(τi) > 0. Then the
matching fraction of R with respect to e is fe(R) = q/n, and the matched






If the edge e is clear from the context, we omit it from the notation. By
definition, for any edge e, fe(R) ≤ 1 and mafe(R) ≥ 1. However, afe(R) =
fe(R) ·mafe(R) can be either larger or smaller than 1; see, for example, af(S)
in Figures 4.1 (c) and (d). This observation will be used in Section 4.5, and
underscores the computational efficiency of our approach.
If the edge R.A − S.B is instantiated as in Figures 4.1 (a) and (c), it is
usually called a pk-pk edge, since R.A and S.B are both primary keys. If it
is instantiated as in Figures 4.1 (b) and (d), it is called an fk-pk edge, since
only one of its endpoints (i.e., S.B) is a primary key, while the other endpoint
is a foreign key.
Remark 4.1. A join relationship between two tables may involve multiple at-
tributes, e.g., “R.A = S.B and R.C = S.D.” In that case, the edge in the graph
is labeled by all the attributes involved, and two tuples τ ∈ R and τ ′ ∈ S
instantiate the edge if they satisfy all the join conditions. Definition 4.1 ex-
tends naturally to such edges. Our experiments handle edges between multiple
attributes.
Throughout this chapter we use the TPC-E benchmark schema [57], both to
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illustrate our ideas, and for experimental purposes. The schema graph is shown
in Figure 4.2. It consists of 33 tables, pre-classified in four categories: Broker,
Customer, Market and Dimensions as shown in Table 4.1. The database models
a transaction system in which customers trade stocks. Various additional infor-
mation is stored about customers, securities, brokers, a.s.o. Join attributes are
enumerated below each table name; tables also contain non-joining attributes
(not depicted), which we will discuss whenever necessary. Edges are shown
directed from foreign key to key. The directions are for ease of reading only: in
our experiments, we consider the graph undirected.
The reason for using this schema is that it allows us to develop objective
measures for the accuracy of summarization approaches, by comparing the gen-
erated summaries with the pre-defined table classification provided as part of
the benchmark. Previous measures for summary accuracy were based on query
logs, by relating the significance of a table to its frequency in the log. In the
next section, we discuss scenarios in which this is not necessarily true for a rela-
tional database. By contrast, the human-designed pre-classification of TPC-E
is as close to the ground truth of summarization as we expect to find.
Table 4.1 illustrates the typical approach for summarizing a relational schema:
By clustering the tables into a few labeled categories, the result gives any casual
reader a rough idea about what the database represents. This classification
was done manually by the designer of the benchmark. More importantly, the
category labeling was also decided by the designer. In this chapter, we propose
a statistical model that allows us to automatically classify and label tables in a
schema. We evaluate the accuracy of our approach, as well as that of competing






























































































































Customer Taxrate Commission Rate
Customer Holding Broker Settlement
Holding History Trade
Holding Summary Trade History
Watch Item Trade Request
Watch List Trade Type
Category Table Name Category Table Name
Company Address










Table 4.1: Four categories of TPC-E: Customer (9 tables), Broker (9 tables),
Market (11 tables) and Dimensions (4 tables).
in Table 4.1. Formally, we define a summary as follows.
Definition 4.2. 1 Given a schema graph G = (R, E) for a relational database,
a summary of G of size k is a k-clustering C = {C1, . . . , Ck} of the tables in R,
such that for each cluster Ci a representative table center(Ci) ∈ Ci is defined.
The summary is represented as a set of labels
{center(C1), . . . , center(Ck)},
and by a function cluster : R → C which assigns each table to a cluster.
1This definition is consistent with the one in [67], but translated into our notations.
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4.3 A Principled Approach
Clearly, not all tables in a database have the same importance. However, it
is not always easy to decide between two tables which one is more important.
Different users may have different opinions. To design an automatic process
for schema summarization, we propose starting from a few basic principles in
order to build a complex model. The first principle is that, at the most basic
level, a database table is characterized by its attributes, its tuples, and its join
relations. We therefore need a way of integrating information about all three
into a single measure of table importance.
The second principle is that there exist a few database tables for which the
majority of humans can agree that they either have a lot of importance, or very
little importance. For example, in the TPC-E schema, table Status Type has 2
attributes and five tuples, while table Trade contains 14 attributes and Θ(106)
tuples. We believe that most people would readily agree that Status Type has
very small importance, while Trade is very important.
Any automatic model must distinguish between tables that humans easily
classify as having high, resp. low, importance. Thus, we arrive at our third
principle: compare pairs of clearly important and clearly unimportant tables,
and include in the model those features that always differentiate between them.
We illustrate this process on the TPC-E schema. One postulate in [32, 67] is
that the importance of a table is proportional to its number of tuples. However,
table Trade History is one of the largest, with Θ(107) tuples, but a casual
examination would convince users that it is not a particularly relevant table: it
contains only old transactions, which in a real-world system could also be stale.
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On the other hand, table Customer, with Θ(103) tuples, is quite important
to the database: it contains information on the people who initiate all the
transactions in the system. More precisely, Customer has 23 attributes, the
most of any table; by comparison, Trade History only has 2 attributes. Using
our third principle, it appears that the table importance should be proportional
to the number of attributes. However, a more in-depth analysis shows that
among the 23 attributes, table Customer contains a ‘status id’ attribute which
has only 5 distinct values, and a ‘customer id’ attribute which has 1000 distinct
values. Clearly, they shouldn’t count equally towards the importance of the
table. Rather, the amount of information contained in each attribute should
count towards table importance. Since entropy is the well-known measure for
information [15], we propose that a table’s importance should be proportional
to the sum of its attribute entropies. However, we do not wish to completely
ignore the contribution of the number of tuples to the importance of a table, as
that would be unreasonable. We propose to strike a balance between tuples and
attributes by allowing the number of tuples, dampened by the log function, to
be added to the importance. The log function insures that the number of tuples
does not dominate the entropy values. Formal definitions are in Section 4.4.
A second postulate of previous work is that the importance of a table is pro-
portional to its connectivity in the schema graph. However, table Status Type
has 6 join edges - the second most in the schema - yet it is arguably the least
significant of the entire database. But, just as with the first postulate, we do
not wish to completely negate this principle, as we do need to quantify how
join relations contribute to table importance. Ignoring their contribution alto-
gether would lead to a situation in which table Trade History, due to its very
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large number of tuples and high attribute entropy, would rank in the top third.
Since this table has only one join edge, it becomes clear that its connectivity
must play a role in dampening its importance. By contrast, a table such as
Company, which also ranks in the top third based on its tuples and attributes,
should gain importance via its connectivity. How can we then automatically
distinguish between the high connectivity of Company, which should allow it to
increase its importance, and the high connectivity of Status Type, which should
play only a minor role? Previous methods distinguished edges based on their
average fanout. As we discuss in the following sections, and show via experi-
ments, tables such as Status Type significantly increase their importance in this
model: not the desired result. Instead, we propose that it is not the number,
but the quality, of join instantiations that counts. Thus, we assign weights to
join edges proportional to the entropies of the participating attributes.
Stable distribution in random walks: The discussion above illustrates the
need to take into account both the information content of a table, and its
(weighted) join edges, to come up with a single value for the importance of the
table. Intuitively, join edges can be viewed as vehicles for information transfer
between tables, since their weights depend on the entropies of their respective
attributes. It is therefore natural to define a random walk process on the
schema graph, whereby each table starts with its information content, and then
repeatedly sends and receives information along its join edges, proportional to
their weight. If the underlying schema graph is connected and non-bipartite,
it is well known that this process converges to a stable distribution. We will
define the importance of a table as the value of this stable distribution for that
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table.
Previous Work The most closely related work is the schema summariza-
tion proposed in [67], in the context of XML schemas. Although the authors
discuss how the approach extends to relational database schemas, their model
makes the two crucial assumptions we mentioned above: that the importance of
a table is proportional to its number of tuples, and to its number of join edges.
These are reasonable assumptions for XML schemas, but they can both fail in
relational databases: In data warehouse systems, the largest tables are often
those containing historical, possibly stale, data (such as Trade History). More-
over, enterprise systems tend to have many so-called dimension tables (such as
Status Type and Zip Code), i.e., tables with only a few attributes that contain
companion information for other tables in the schema. Dimension tables are
usually highly connected, but have little relevance for a summary. As a side
note, the definition of table importance in this model is equivalent to the stable
distribution of a random walk (different than the one we propose), though it is
not recognized as such in [67].
Another recent result [32] applies the same two assumptions specifically
to relational schemas, in the context of computing the so-called querability
of a table or attribute; i.e., how likely the table/attribute is to appear in a
representative query log. This value is then used to automatically design forms
for querying the database. We do not know how likely these assumptions are to
succeed or fail in this context. However, we note that the querability of a table
is not necessarily correlated to its relevance in a schema summary. For example,
one might frequently compute statistics on the transactions of customers in a
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specific town, requiring all such queries to include a join with table Zip Code.
However, we believe few people would consider this table important enough to
include in a summary.
An important contribution of this chapter is a definition of a metric space
over database tables, so that the distance function is consistent with an intuitive
notion of table similarity. Other graph-based notions of similarity have been
proposed in the IR community. Tong et al. [56] define the similarity between
two nodes s and t to be proportional to the probability that a random walk
starting at s reaches t without revisiting s. Such a definition of similarity
works well when all edges represent the same kind of relation (e.g., number of
phone calls between two customers). However, in the case of schema graphs,
different join edges represent different conceptual relations, so the definition is
less useful. We have implemented the method of [56], and include it as part of
our extensive comparison study.
4.4 Table Importance
The entropy of an attribute A in table R is defined as H(R.A) =
∑k
i=1 pi log(1/pi),
where R.A = {a1, . . . , ak} are all the values of attribute R.A, and pi is the
fraction of tuples in R that have value ai on attribute A. For example, in
Figure 4.1(d), H(R.A) = (4/9) log(9/4) + (1/3) log 3 + (2/9) log(9/2) ≈ 1.53.
For each table R we create a primary key R.Key consisting of all the at-
tributes in the table, and add a self-loop R.Key −R.Key in the schema graph
(we do this even if R already has a primary key, for consistency). Intuitively,
this self-loop serves to keep a certain amount of information in the table. It
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also serves to add, in a uniform way, the contribution of the number of tuples
|R| to table importance; see below.
Definition 4.3. We define the information content of a table R as




where |R| is the number of tuples in R, and the sum ranges over all attributes
R.A in table R. Hence, IC(R) is the sum of entropies of all the attributes R.A,
plus the entropy of R.Key, which is log |R|.
Intuitively, the value IC(R) is the importance of table R in the absence of
any join information. As discussed in the previous section, we must also take
into account the information transfer between tables in a connected schema
graph. More precisely, we define an n × n probability matrix Π, where n is
the number of tables in the database (by probability matrix we mean a matrix
of non-negative numbers so that each row sums up to 1). There is a non-zero
value on position Π[R,S] if and only if there is at least one join edge between
tables R and S in the schema. The value Π[R,S] reflects the “information
transfer” along such an edge. If there are multiple join edges between R and
S, the information transfer along all edges is summed up. The exact definition
is as follows.
Definition 4.4. Let G denote a schema graph. The entropy transfer matrix Π
associated with G is defined as follows: Let e = R.A−S.B be a join edge in G.
Let qA denote the total number of join edges involving attribute R.A, including
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the edge R.Key −R.Key. We define










R.A′(qA′ − 1) ·H(R.A
′)
(where the sum ranges over all attributes R.A′ of table R). We refer to this
model as the variable transfer entropy model, or (VE), for reasons that we











to account for the edge R.Key −R.Key.
We now define the importance of a table R as the stable-state value of a
random walk on G, using probability matrix Π. More precisely,
Definition 4.5. Let I denote the stationary distribution of the random walk
defined by the probability matrix Π, i.e., I is the (row) vector with the property
that I × Π = I. The importance of a table R ∈ G, denoted I(R), is the value
of I on table R.
For example, consider the triangle graph obtained by restricting TPC-E to 3
tables: Trade, Trade Request, and Security (T, TR and S for short). The edges
are S.S Symb − T.T S Symb, S.S Symb − TR.TR S Symb, and T.T ID −
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TR.TR T ID. Let α, β, γ, δ, ε be the entropies of the attributes S.S Symb,
T.T S Symb, TR.TR S Symb, T.T ID and TR.TR T ID, resp. Then the




















It is well known that, for any connected, non-bipartite graph G, and for any
probability matrix Π over G, there exists a unique stationary distribution I;
see, e.g., [41]. Thus, the importance of a table is well-defined. Vector I can
be computed using classical eigenvector methods, or by the following iterative
approach: Start with an arbitrary non-zero vector V0, and repeatedly compute
Vi+1 = Vi×Π until dist(Vi, Vi+1) ≤ ε (dist is usually defined by the L∞-metric).
Setting ε = 0 means that the process stops when the stationary distribution is
reached. Although the vector I does not depend on the initial values V0, it is
useful to start the process with V0(R) = IC(R) for each table R. This helps our
intuitive understanding of information transfer. Moreover, if the values IC(R)
and I(R) are not too different, the number of iterations required to converge
is small. In our experiments, we use this iterative approach.
Comparison with previous work The definition of table importance
in [67] is equivalent to the stationary distribution of a random walk process.






where e is the edge between R and S, and the sum ranges over all join edges
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e′ incident to R. (If there are multiple edges between R and S, the numerator
is the sum of their respective af values.) As a result, dimension tables like
Status Type gain large importance, which is not desirable. To understand why
this happens, refer to the example in Figure 4.1 (d), and assume that it is part of
a larger graph, in which S has several other join edges: a typical scenario when
S is a dimension table. For simplicity, assume that R has no other edges. When
the random walk starts, the information in table R is defined to be |R|, and
this entire information is transferred to S in the next step, since Π[R,S] = 1.
However, two steps later, R gets less importance back from S, since Π[S,R] < 1.
As the process continues, S becomes a net gainer of importance from R, and
possibly from its other neighbors. The more tables S is connected to, the more
likely it is to increase its final value.
We note that in [67], the authors allow, in fact, a fraction p of the current
information of R to remain inside R: for our example, this means Π[R,R] = p
and Π[R,S] = 1− p. Thus, adjusting the value of p might appear to alleviate
the problem. However, this is false: the stationary distribution of matrix Π is
the same as that of matrix pI + (1 − p)Π, for any connected graph (I is the
identity matrix). Therefore, parameter p is irrelevant for the final value of table
importance, and only influences the number of iterations. Different values of p
must be used in each table for the outcome to be altered. However, fine-tuning
so many parameters is very difficult.
By contrast, in our model, Π[R,R] is different for each R, but depends on
the information content of R, rather than on an arbitrary parameter. Moreover,
for the example in Figure 4.1 (d), the total information that R gives to S in
the first step is slightly less than H(R.A) ≈ 1.53, instead of |R| = 9. This
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is consistent with the intuitive perception of ‘information transfer’ along an
edge: one cannot transfer more information via a join attribute than the total
information content of that attribute, no matter what the information of the
entire table is.
A second important distinction from previous models is that we explicitly
take into account the information content of attributes that do not participate
in any join edges, other than the self-loop R.Key − R.Key. Thus, two tables
of equal size and connectivity in the schema graph may have very different
information content, if one of the tables contains significantly more attributes
than the other. By defining the primary key R.Key, and the self loop R.Key−
R.Key, we insure that the information content of all non-joining attributes of
R remains in R, and thus contributes to the final value I(R).
Alternative Models We discuss alternative models to those in Defini-
tion 4.4, obtained by changing the formula for Pr(R.A → S.B) (the definitions
for Π[R,S] and Π[R,R] remain the same). The most intuitive formula would be
Pr(R.A → S.B) = H(R.A)
IC(R)
. However, since R.A may participate in many join
edges, such a formula could result in
∑
S Π[R,S] > 1, violating the property of
a probability matrix. Therefore, we enforce this property by using the values
qA in the denominator. An alternative formula is




This, however, reflects to a lesser extent the information transfer that occurs via
database joins. Intuitively, in Definition 4.4 we assume that each attribute R.A
can transfer its entire information to any attribute it joins with, no matter how
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many such attributes there are. By contrast, in the above formula, we assume
that R.A has a constant amount of information it can transfer, and it divides
it among its qA incident edges. It is often the case that, when R.A is a primary
key, it is connected via several fk-pk edges to attributes in other tables. The
more edges incident to R.A, the less information R.A can transfer on any one
of them. On the other hand, a corresponding foreign key S.B connected to R.A
usually has no other join edges. Hence, the transfer of entropy between R.A and
S.B is heavily skewed in favor of R.A, and table R gains too much importance
from its neighbors. We discuss such a case in Section 4.7, for R = Address.
For clarity, we refer to the entropy transfer matrix in Definition 4.4 as variable
entropy tranfer (VE for short), and to the matrix defined above as constant
entropy transfer (CE).
We also consider a conceptually different approach, as follows. If a join edge
between tables R and S requires R.A = S.B, let AB = {ai| ∃bj ∈ B, ai = bj}.









i.e., H(AB) is the entropy of AB. Then, there are two alternative definitions
for Prob(R.A → S.B), as follows:













We call the first variant variable joinable entropy transfer (VJE), and the
second one constant joinable entropy transfer (CJE). The problems that oc-
cur for either of these variants are more subtle. We illustrate them via table
Zip Code, which ends up with significant importance in the VJE and CJE
models. The reason is that table Zip Code contains all zip codes in US, the
majority of which do not instantiate the join edge to table Address (which con-
tains the addresses of customers and companies in the database). Hence, for
R.A = Zip Code.ZC Code and S.B = Address.ZC Code, we have H(AB) <<
H(R.A), but H(BA) = H(S.B). Therefore, the VJE matrix transfers much
less information from Zip Code to Address than the VE matrix, and allows
Zip Code to acquire higher importance (similarly for CJE versus CE). If the
database required Zip Code to contain only zip codes associated with addresses,
we conjecture that its importance would significantly decrease. We have tested
this conjecture, and found it to be true; see Table 4.5. However, adding tuples
that instantiate no joins to a table should not significantly alter its importance.
We have conducted experiments for all four definitions of the entropy transfer
matrix, and verified that the VE matrix is indeed the best model.
4.5 Table Similarity
As discussed in the Section 4.3, our schema summarization approach also re-
quires a similarity measure between tables. In this section, we first provide the
definition for table similarity. We then define a distance function based on it.
Before defining the similarity measure formally, we must clarify what properties
we wish the measure to satisfy. Refer again to the examples in Figure 4.1.
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In the first case, the edge R.A− S.B is a pk-pk join, and all values in R.A
match with all values in S.B. In the second case, the edge is a fk-pk join, such
that all values in R.A have a non-empty join in S.B and vice versa. In the third
case, the join is another pk-pk, but only 2/3 of the values in R.A instantiate
the join (and similarly for S.B). Most people would agree that the strongest
connection between tables R and S occurs in the first case. This is particularly
intuitive when comparing the first and third cases. Simply put, in Figure 4.1
(a), R.A = S.B, whereas in Figures 4.1 (c), R.A 6= S.B. We therefore postulate
the following (refer to Definition 4.1).
Property 1: The similarity of tables R and S (with respect to an edge e that
connects them) is proportional to the matching fractions fe(R) and fe(S).
However, just looking at the fraction of tuples in R that instantiate the
join does not explain our intuition that the first case illustrates a stronger
connection than the second case. The difference is that in Figure 4.1 (b), there
are significantly more edges between tuples in the two tables. The more edges
there are, the farther away the join is from a one-to-one connection.
Property 2: The similarity of tables R and S (with respect to an edge e that
connects them) is inverse proportional to the matched average fanouts mafe(R)
and mafe(S).
We now propose the following definition for the similarity measure between
tables, which we call strength.
Definition 4.6. Let R and S be two tables in the schema graph G. If there
exists a join edge e between R and S in the graph, then the strength of R and
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Let pi : R = R0 − R1 − . . . − Rα = S be a path of arbitrary length α ≥ 1 in





Since edge e = R.Key − R.Key is in the schema graph, and by definition
fe(R) = mafe(R) = 1, we have strengthe(R,R) = 1. Below, we show that
strength(R,S) ≤ 1, ∀S, so our definition implies that strength(R,R) = 1 ≥
strength(R,S), ∀S 6= R.
Propositon 4.1. (i) For any two tables R and S, 0 ≤ strength(R,S) ≤ 1.
(ii) For any three tables R, S and T , strength(R, T ) ≥ strength(R,S) ·
strength(S, T ).
Proof. The first claim follows from the fact that for any edge e, fe(R), fe(S) ≤
1 and mafe(R),mafe(S) ≥ 1, as discussed in Section 4.2. For the second
claim, let pi1 be a path for which strength(R,S) = strengthπ1(R,S), and pi2
be a path for which strength(S, T ) = strengthπ2(S, T ). Let pi3 = pi1pi2 be the
concatenation of the two paths. Then
strength(R, T ) ≥ strengthπ3(R, T ) = strength(R,S) · strength(S, T )
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Based on strenght(R,S), we define the distance between tables R and S as
dists(R,S) = 1− strength(R,S).
Propositon 4.2. (R, dists) is a metric space. In particular, dists has the
triangle inequality.
Proof. Let R, S and T be three tables. For any two numbers 0 ≤ x, y ≤ 1, it is
readily verified that 1−xy ≤ (1−x)+(1−y). Substituting x = strength(R,S),
y = strength(S, T ), and using Proposition 4.1 (ii), we obtain that dist(R, T ) ≤
dist(R,S) + dist(S, T ).
We use this distance function dists(R,S) in our clustering method.
For a fixed table R, all the values strength(R,S), S 6= R, can be computed
in O˜(|G|) using Dijkstra’s shortest paths algorithm as follows. Define the weight
of an edge e between tables R and S to be wt(e) = log(1/strengthe(R,S)) ≥ 0.







Thus, the shortest-weight path between R and S has weight equal to
log(1/strength(R,S)). Let n be the number of tables in the database. Since
schema graphs are sparse, |G| = O(n), so we conclude that all n distances from
a fixed table R can be computed in O˜(n). All n2 distances between tables can
be computed in O˜(n2).
In our experiments, we also study two alternative distance functions between
tables, based on two similarity measures proximity and coverage proposed in
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previous work. The proximity measure defined in [56] requires O(n3) to compute
all the n2 proximity values simultaneously. We are not aware of any faster
method to compute fewer proximity values. The coverage measure defined
in [67] requires, as a first step, the computation of a so-called affinity measure
along edges and paths, similar to strength at first glance. However, the affinity
along edge e = R → S is defined as aff(R,S) = 1/afe(R), so log(1/aff(R,S))
may be negative, and Dijkstra’s method does not apply. Moreover, the affinity
along a path pi depends on the number of edges in pi, so there is no clear
correspondence between affinity and shortest paths, even with negative weights.
The authors compute affinity and coverage by exploring all cycle-free paths
between each pair of tables. Since there are combinatorially many distinct
paths, this step becomes very expensive for large schema graphs.
4.6 Weighted k-Center
Defining good clustering criteria for a specific problem is often an overlooked
step. However, as we show in our experimental study, the quality of the results
may vary greatly, depending on this step. For schema summarization, we pro-
pose a min-max optimization problem, i.e., we wish to minimize the maximum
distance between a cluster center and a table in that cluster. (The other option
is to minimize the sum of such distances, which sometimes results in a few
significantly different tables being classified together).
However, using a strictly distance-based approach may result in undesirable
artifacts, such as grouping the top-2 most important tables in the same cluster
C. Since only one table can serve as center(C), the other one is excluded
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Algorithm 2 Greedy Algorithm for Weighted k-Center.
GreedyClus(G = (R, E), k)
C = {C1}: current clustering;
1. center(C1) = R1 s.t. I(R1) = maxR∈R I(R);
2. cluster(R) = C1,∀R ∈ R: assign all tables to C1;
3. for i = 2 to k
/*∆(R) = I(R)dist(R, center(cluster(R)))*/
4. center(Ci) = Ri s.t. ∆(Ri) = maxR ∆(R);
5. for each R ∈ R
6. if (dist(R, center(cluster(R))) > dist(R,Ri))
7. cluster(R) = Ci;
8. endfor
9. C = C ∪ {Ci}
10. endfor
11. return (C, cluster(·))
from the summary. To achieve a tradeoff between importance and distance,
we propose using Weighted k-Center clustering [17], where the weights are the
table importance values. More precisely, we want to minimize the following
measure for a set of k clusters C = {C1, . . . , Ck}:
µ(C) = maxki=1 max
R∈Ci
I(R)dist(R, center(Ci)).
Weighted k-Center is NP-Hard, but admits fast approximation algorithms.
The most popular one is the greedy approach described in Algorithm 2. It
starts by creating one cluster and assigns all tables to it. It then iteratively
chooses the table Ri whose weighted distance from its cluster center is largest,
and creates a new cluster with Ri as its center. All tables that are closer to Ri
than to their current cluster center are reassigned to cluster Ci.
Theorem 4.1. For any schema graph G, algorithm GreedyClus of Figure 2
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computes an α-approximate Weighted k-Center in O˜(k|G|) time, where





Proof. The approximation factor for the greedy algorithm was proved in [17].
The running time follows from the observation that the double loop in steps
3–9 requires kn distance computations, where n = |R| is the total number
of tables. More precisely, for each new cluster center Ri, we must compute
dist(Ri, R),∀R. By the observation in Section 4.5, for a fixed Ri, all n distances
can be computed in O˜(|G|), and the result follows.
4.7 Experimental Evaluation
We have conducted an extensive experimental study to compare our approach
with the method of [67], as well as with several hybrid methods that are de-
scribed in this section. We first validate each of the three components of our
method: the model for table importance we defined in Section 4.4, our novel dis-
tance function dists (Section 4.5), and our conjecture that Weighted k-Center is
an appropriate clustering for schema summarization. We study the properties
of each component, and compare it with alternatives, as follows:
• Alternative table importance: We study the definition of table importance
proposed in [67]. Since the importance is initialized as table cardinality,
we denote this approach by IC . By contrast, the model we introduced in
Definitions 4.4 and 4.5 is based on entropy, so we use the notation IE to
denote it.
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• Alternative distance functions: We study two alternative distance func-
tions, based on previously proposed similarity measures. The first func-
tion is
distc = 1− coverageN ,
where coverageN is the normalized coverage from [67]. More precisely,
coverageN(R,S) = min{coverage(R,S)/|S|, 1}.
(We also studied the distance 1/coverage(R,S), but concluded it was
not a good alternative, so for the sake of clarity, we exclude it from the
results). In addition, we study the distance function
distp = 1− proximity,
where proximity is the measure proposed in [56] to quantify the similarity
of two nodes in a directed graph with specified edge weights. The sum
of weights over all edges out of a node is 1. In our case, the graph
is obtained from the schema graph by replacing each undirected edge
e = R − S with two directed edges, R → S and S → R. The weights
are defined as wt[R → S] = afe(R)/
∑
e′ afe′(R) and wt[S → R] =
afe(S)/
∑
e′ afe′(S), where the first sum ranges over all (undirected) edges
e′ incident to R, and the second sum ranges over all (undirected) edges
e′ incident to S. We implemented the FastAllDAP algorithm (Table 4
in [56]) for computing the proximity between all pairs of tables in the
directed graph thus obtained.
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Table 4.2: Dimensions of experiments.
• Alternative clustering algorithm: The method of [67] proposes a Balanced-
Summary algorithm for schema clustering, which uses a min-sum criterion
for clustering. We implemented this algorithm and compared it with
Weighted k-Center.
Table 4.2 summarizes the three dimensions along which we conduct our
evaluation. We first compare the choices for importance and distance inde-
pendently, using the pre-defined categories of the TPC-E benchmark to define
objective accuracy measures. We then study various summarization methods
obtained by choosing one entry in each column. Our novel algorithm, which we
propose as the method of choice, is the one that uses the first entry in each col-
umn, i.e., Table Importance = IE, Distance = dists, and Clustering = Weighted
k-Center. The current state-of-the-art [67] corresponds to the second entry in
each column, i.e., Table Importance = IC , Clustering = Balanced-Summary,
but uses coverage as a similarity measure, rather than distance distc. Finally,
we consider several hybrid methods, such as Table Importance = IE, Distance
= distc, and Clustering = Weighted k-Center.
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4.7.1 Experimental Setup
We conduct our study over the TPC-E schema. This benchmark database is
provided by TPC [57] to simulate the On-Line Transaction Processing (OLTP)
workload of a brokerage firm. As mentioned before, it consists of 33 tables.
However, since no active transactions are considered, table Trade Request is
empty. Therefore our experiments are performed only on the remaining 32
tables. Recall that the tables are pre-classified into four categories: Broker,
Customer, Market and Dimensions. Category Dimensions consists of dimension
tables (hence the name) which share no join edges among themselves, except
for one edge between Address and Zip Code. For the purpose of evaluating the
quality of schema summaries, we consider these dimension tables to be outliers.
Thus, we are interested in discovering only the other three categories.
We use EGen2 to generate two significantly different database instances
for the schema, which we call TPCE-1 and TPCE-2. The different parame-
ter settings for EGen are shown in Table 4.3. The purpose of generating two
instances is to study the sensitivity of various summarization methods to signif-
icant changes at the data level. Note that the schema graph remains the same,
so ideally, the summaries for TPCE-1 and TPCE-2 should be consistent with
each other, and with the pre-defined categories. The main differences between
the two instances are as follows.
In TPCE-2, the size of table Customer increases by a factor of 5. The change
of the scale factor, from 1,000 to 36,000, affects the size of the majority of other
tables, and therefore the values Prob(R.A → S.B) and strength(R,S) for most
2EGen is a software package provided by TPC [57].
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Parameters TPCE-1 TPCE-2
Number of Customers 1,000 5,000
Initial Trade Days 20 10
Scale Factor 1,000 36,000
Table 4.3: Parameters of EGen for TPC-E.
pairs. In addition, the af and maf values change for 24 out of 86 edges. In
the following sections, whenever not explicitly stated, the experimental results
are for TPCE-1. All methods are implemented in Java, and evaluated on a PC
with 2.33GHz Core2 Duo CPU and 3.25G RAM.
4.7.2 IE Models
Before comparing the two table importance models, IE and IC , we first conduct
a study of different definitions for IE. Recall that in Section 4.4 we discussed
three alternative models, CE, VJE and CJE, for defining the entropy transfer
matrix, in addition to the VE model of Definition 4.4. Based on the semantics of
each model, we conjectured that each of them has shortcomings when compared
to VE. We now validate this intuition by a comparison study.
Table 4.4 shows the top-5 important tables according to each transition
matrix. With the exception of VE, the other methods all rank at least one
dimension table among the top 5. Thus, CE ranks Address as the 4th most
important. In Section 4.5, we explained our intuition that constant entropy
models lead to unbalanced transfers of importance on fk-pk edges, with the table
containing the primary key being a disproportionate gainer from its neighbors.
This is clearly the case for Address, which is the primary key table for three
fk-pk edges (to Customer, Company, and Exchange).
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Rank VE CE VJE CJE
1 Trade Customer Zip Code Zip Code
2 Security Security Trade Address
3 Customer Company Customer Customer
4 Financial Address Security Company
5 Holding Financial Address Security
Table 4.4: Effects of entropy transfer matrix on table importance IE.
As for the VJE and CJE models, they both rank Zip Code as the most
important table. In Section 4.5, we gave an intuitive explanation for why
this table absorbs large amounts of entropy from its neighbors under these
models. Our reasoning was that matrices based on joinable entropy transfer
allow tuples that instantiate no joins to have an inordinate influence on the final
result. In particular, by varying the number of non-joining tuples in Zip Code,
we can greatly affect the value H(AB) from Zip Code to Address (i.e., R.A =
Zip Code.ZC Code and S.B = Address.ZC Code), while the value in the
opposite direction remains the same.
To test the extent to which such a local modification of H(AB) can influence
the overall results, we conducted the following experiment. We removed from
Zip Code all the tuples that did not instantiate the edge to Address. This
reduced the size of Zip Code by about 90%. No other modifications were made
to the database. We then computed the table importance, under VE and VJE,
for the modified data. The results are shown in Table 4.5. The top-5 tables
for VE remain the same and there are negligible changes in their IE values.
By contrast, the changes for VJE are significant. The importance of Zip Code
decreases from 127 to 16, and its rank changes from 1st to 12th. We conclude
that VJE is highly unstable under local modifications in the data, but that VE
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Rank VE IE VJE IE
1 Trade 57.498 Trade 62.323
2 Security 41.191 Customer 44.826
3 Customer 36.015 Security 34.707
4 Financial 30.489 Address 34.307
5 Holding 28.717 Financial 26.446
Table 4.5: Table importance IE after removing non-joinable tuples from
Zip Code.
Rank Table Information Content IE IC Rank
1 Trade 39.730 57.798 1
2 Security 37.350 41.405 4
3 Customer 45.781 36.202 17
4 Financial 43.575 30.647 16
5 Holding 26.112 28.866 11
Table 4.6: Top-5 important tables based on IE.
is consistent. Furthermore, computing the matrix for VJE and CJE is very
time-consuming, as it requires executing all data joins to calculate H(AB).
Therefore, for the remainder of this section, the entropy-based importance IE
is computed using the VE matrix.
4.7.3 Table Importance
We now compare the IE and IC models for table importance. While both
models use stable state values in a random walk over the schema graph, the
respective transition matrices are conceptually quite different. For IE, the
matrix depends on the entropy of the join columns, while for IC , it depends on
the average fanouts af .
Tables 4.6 and 4.7 show the top-5 important TPCE tables obtained in each
model. Recall that we compute the importance in IE, resp. IC , via an iterative
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Rank Table Cardinality IC IE Rank
1 Trade 576000 1805787.6 1
2 Trade History 1382621 659751.7 14
3 Status Type 5 503280.9 32
4 Security 685 487461.5 2
5 Holding History 722143 321415.2 9
Table 4.7: Top-5 important tables based on IC .
process which starts by initializing the importance of each table to its infor-
mation content, resp. its cardinality. Hence, for each of the top-5 tables, we
show the values of their initial importance, their final importance, and their
corresponding rank in the competing model. Although the initial importance
does not influence the final value, but only the number of iterations, it is still
instructive to compare the two sets of values. For example, in Table 4.6, Trade
and Security have smaller initial values than both Customer and Financial, but
end up being more important, due to their connectivity in the graph. A sim-
ilar observation holds for Trade and Trade History in Table 4.7. Hence, table
connectivity makes a difference in both models. However, the way it influences
the result in each case is quite different.
Notice that only 2 out of the top-5 tables are the same in Tables 4.6 and
4.7: Trade and Security. In general, IC favors large tables, which is an expected
consequence of the model. However, tables Trade History and Holding History,
which have the highest, resp. 3rd highest, cardinality in TPCE-1, and are
among the top-5 in IC , contain only historical data and are of limited impor-
tance to the database. By contrast, IE ranks Trade History as the 14th in
importance, and Holding History as the 9th. We noted before that such exam-
ples of ‘history’ tables are quite typical in warehouse databases, so the ability
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to distinguish between the size and overall significance of a table is clearly a
desirable property for a model.
On the other hand, table Status Type is the smallest one in the database,
yet still ends up in the top-5 in IC . This is due to its high connectivity - 6 join
edges - as well as the extremely large af values on those edges, which make
it a net gainer of importance from all its neighbors. Again, this is a direct
consequence of the IC model, as discussed in Section 4.4. By contrast, IE ranks
this table as the least important in the schema, which is what most humans
would also probably do.
Finally, we note that while both models rank in the top 5 at least one table
from each of the three main categories (i.e.., Broker, Customer, and Market),
category Customer is better represented in IE (by Customer and Holding) than
in IC (by Holding History). Although being among the top-5 does not au-
tomatically make a table part of the summary, it is nevertheless more likely
that a summarization method using IC will choose table Holding History to
summarize this category (as, indeed, is the case in our experiments).
A different type of comparison between IC and IE is depicted in Table
4.8, which shows the top-7 tables computed over TPCE-1 and TPCE-2. As
discussed above, while the schema remains the same for both databases, the
entries in the probability matrices change, since they depend on the data. We
achieve similar results on both TPCE-1 and TPCE-2 for IE. Although TPCE-1
differs from TPCE-2 in both table sizes and join selectivity, our entropy-based
approach is quite stable in the way it ranks important tables. By contrast, IC
is more sensitive to data variations. Among its top tables, not only the ranks








6 Company Customer Account




2 Trade History Daily Market
3 Status Type Watch Item
4 Security Watch List
5 Holding History Trade
6 Daily Market Trade History
7 Customer Account Customer Account
(b) IC
Table 4.8: Comparison of Top-7 Important Tables for IE and IC .
These experiments demonstrate that our entropy-based model outperforms
the previously proposed approach in both accuracy and consistency.
4.7.4 Distance Between Tables
In this section, we study the properties of the metric distance dists = 1 −
strength, and compare it with the distances distc = 1− coverageN and distp =
1− proximity.
We first examine the accuracy with which each of the three distances reflects
table similarity. To define an objective measure for this comparison, we make
the following observation. Since TPC-E is pre-classified into four categories,
it is reasonable to assume that tables within one category are more similar to
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All tables No Dimension tables
TPCE-1 TPCE-2 TPCE-1 TPCE-2
dists 0.659 0.649 0.72 0.702
distc 0.589 0.621 0.619 0.662
distp 0.5 0.557 0.529 0.601
Table 4.9: Accuracy of distance functions.
each other than tables in different categories (except for Dimensions tables).
Therefore, for each table R, its distances to tables within the same category
should be smaller than its distances to tables in different categories. For any
distance function d and some fixed value q, let m(R) denote the number of tables
in the same category as R among its top-q nearest neighbors under distance
d. Let n(R) denote the number of top-q nearest neighbors of R (in general,
n(R) = q, but if there are ties, we include all relevant tables). We define the








where n is the number of database tables.
Table 4.9 reports the accuracy of the three distance functions over TPCE-
1 and TPCE-2, computed for top-5 nearest neighbors. We report both the
average over all 32 tables (first two columns), as well as the average over the
28 tables that are not in the Dimensions category. In both cases, the distance
dists achieves the highest accuracy, on both databases. The standard deviation
of the values m(R)/n(R) is about 0.2 for all distance functions.
Figure 4.3 illustrates how the top-5 nearest neighbors of table Customer
change for each distance function. For dists, 3 of the nearest neighbors (tables


























Figure 4.3: Nearest neighbors for table Customer under the three distance
functions.
category. On the other hand, the nearest neighbors found based on distc and
distp have only 2 tables from the Customer category. Moreover, distc finds 3
of the top-5 nearest neighbors from the Dimensions category.
Additional considerations: By the definition of coverage in [67], it is pos-
sible to have coverage(R,S) > coverage(R,R) for some S 6= R. Similarly,
it is possible to have coverage(R,S)/|S| > coverageN(R,R) = 1 (thus, the
definition coverageN(R,S) = min{coverage(R,S)/|S|, 1}). This undesirable
artifact, which runs counterintuitive to the notion of a similarity measure, is a
consequence of the formula for affinity - a component of coverage. From the
discussion in [67], the affinity between any pair of tables is intended to be at
most 1. However, by definition, the affinity between R and S is a maximum
value over all paths connecting R and S; and the value along a specific path
pi from R to S contains factors of the type 1/afe, for edges e ∈ pi. As we
saw in Section 4.2, it is possible that afe < 1 for some low-selectivity edges
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e. Thus, if tables R and S are connected by a path with low-selectivity edges,
their affinity is boosted to a value larger than 1. This situation does, in fact,
occur in TPC-E:
affinity(Zip Code, Customer) > 1,
and
coverage(Zip Code, Customer) > coverage(Zip Code, Zip Code).
An important property of dists is that it is a metric. Thus, it is symmetric
and it satisfies the triangle inequality. Neither of these properties is satisfied by
distc, nor by distp, so no approximation guarantees are likely for any clustering
algorithm that uses them.
Time complexity: As discussed in Section 4.5, all strength values can be
computed in O˜(n2) using Dijkstra’s algorithm, while proximity requires O(n3),
and coverage may explore combinatorially many paths in the schema graph.
In our experiments, the average time for computing the similarity between a
pair of tables was Θ(10−2) ms for strength and proximity, and Θ(102) ms
for coverage. Hence, while all these computations are fast, the running time
for computing coverage is nevertheless four orders of magnitude higher, which
indicates that it is unlikely to scale well for large schema graphs (many hundreds
of tables) in real database systems.
4.7.5 Clustering Algorithms
In this section, we compare the two clustering methods, Balanced-Summary
and Weighted k-Center, by fixing the other two dimensions. More precisely, we
use IC and coverage for Balanced-Summary, and IC and distc for Weighted k-
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Center. To evaluate the quality of the summary, we propose a similar approach
to the one we used for measuring the accuracy of distance functions. In this
case, we consider that for a cluster Ci, the table center(Ci) chosen as the rep-
resentative of the cluster(by either Weighted k-Center or Balanced-Summary)
determines the category for the entire cluster. Thus, if center(Ci) belongs to,
e.g., category Market, then all the tables in Ci are categorized as Market in
the summary. We then measure how many tables are correctly categorized,
as follows. Let m(Ci) denote the number of tables in Ci that belong to the
same category as center(Ci), in the pre-defined labeling (including center(Ci)).






where n is the total number of database tables. We also define the accuracy
of each cluster as acc(Ci) = m(Ci)/n(Ci), where n(Ci) is the total number of
tables in cluster Ci. This allows a more detailed view of where the inaccuracies
occur.
Balanced-Summary: We implemented the Balanced-Summary algorithm de-
scribed in Figure 7 in [67], which is shown to be better than several alternatives.
It chooses cluster centers in decreasing order of table importance IC , provided
that a new center is not “dominated” by existing centers. The dominance re-
lationship is defined in terms of coverage, and reflects whether the clustering
measure (which is a sum of coverage values) would increase or decrease if a
cluster center was replaced by a different table. Moreover, if a newly chosen
cluster center dominates an existing center, the old center is deleted from the
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summary. This approach tries to balance the role of table importance and
table coverage for a min-sum clustering measure, roughly analogous to what
Weighted k-Center does for the min-max clustering. The algorithm stops when
it picks k centers, or sooner, if all tables are dominated by existing centers. Af-
ter all centers are chosen, each remaining table is assigned to the cluster whose
center best covers it. Although we can set the desired number of clusters k in
the algorithm, it may return fewer clusters due to dominance. This is the prob-
lem we encountered in our experiments. For TPCE-1, the method returns 2
clusters, no matter the value k ≥ 2. The first cluster contains only table Trade,
which has the highest IC ; and the second cluster contains all the remaining ta-
bles, with Trade History as its center (table Trade History dominates all other
tables except Trade). For TPCE-2, the method only generated one cluster with
center Daily Market, because this table has the highest IC in this case, and it
dominates all the other tables. Clearly, the Balanced-Summary approach does































Figure 4.4: Comparison of Balanced-Summary (BS) and Weighted k-Center
(WKC).
Figure 4.4 plots the accuracy for the method above, as well as the alternative
Weighted k-Center. Clearly, Weighted k-Center performs better. For a full
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comparison of accuracy, see also the graphs in Figure 4.5.
4.7.6 Summarization Algorithms
Given the results in the previous section, we limit our comparative study of sum-
marization algorithms to methods based on Weighted k-Center. This includes
our novel approach, as well as several hybrid methods. We report detailed re-
sults for IE and the three distance functions from Table 4.2. The accuracy of
methods using IC is smaller (refer to Figure 4.4 for one such method). Since
the distances distc and distp are asymmetric, we need to specify which direc-
tion we use in lines 4 and 6 of Algorithm 2. Nodes can be clustered to a
center by minimizing either dist(center(Ci), R) or dist(R, center(Ci)), which
may lead to very different results. We first compare the clustering results for
distc and distp based on the two directions for the distance function. The
results are shown in Table 4.10. For dist = distc, although the clustering
using direction dist(R, center(Ci)) is more balanced than the other one (in
terms of cluster sizes), it picks two centers from category Market and none
from Customer; while the clustering based on the direction dist(center(Ci), R)
picks one center from each of the 3 main categories, and even obtains a clus-
ter with acc(Financial) = 1. For dist = distp, the same cluster centers are
chosen for each direction. However, the clustering using dist(R, center(Ci)) is
more balanced than the other one. Therefore, in the following experiments,
we use the direction dist(center(Ci), R) for dist = distc, and the direction




dist(center(Ci), R) dist(R, center(Ci))
center(Ci) n(Ci) m(Ci) acc(Ci) center(Ci) n(Ci) m(Ci) acc(Ci)
1 Trade 19 8 0.42 Trade 11 7 0.64
2 Financial 7 7 1.0 Security 8 4 0.5
3 Customer 6 3 0.5 Financial 13 7 0.54
(a) dist = distc
Ci
dist(center(Ci), R) dist(R, center(Ci))
center(Ci) n(Ci) m(Ci) acc(Ci) center(Ci) n(Ci) m(Ci) acc(Ci)
1 Trade 2 2 1.0 Trade 21 8 0.38
2 Security 1 1 1.0 Security 6 4 0.67
3 Customer 29 9 0.31 Customer 5 2 0.4
(b) dist = distp
Table 4.10: The effect of directional distance on clustering.
Table 4.11 shows the clustering results based on the three distance func-
tions. For k = 2 clusters, there is not much difference among the three distance
functions, although the summary for dists is slightly more balanced, as well as
more accurate. For k = 3 clusters, the summary for dists is the most balanced
and has the highest accuracy, while the summaries for distc and for distp each
contain one big cluster consisting of more than 50% of all tables. We now ana-
lyze the results for k = 4 clusters. Notice that in this case the summary for dists
becomes unbalanced for the first time, with one cluster, centered at Financial,
containing only one table. This trend continued for k = 5, which we do not
show due to space constraints. Thus, the summary computed via dist = dists
gives a clear signal that there are only 3 categories in the data, and that com-
puting k clusterings for k ≥ 4 is meaningless. By contrast, the 4-clusterings
computed for distc and distp are now more balanced, because they each split
the biggest cluster of the previous 3-clustering into two smaller clusters. More-
over, their accuracy also goes up, as this split separates tables that belong to






1 Trade 9 6 0.67 Trade 25 8 0.32 Trade 26 8 0.31
2 Security 23 11 0.48 Financial 7 7 1.0 Security 6 4 0.67
3
1 Trade 9 6 0.67 Trade 19 8 0.42 Trade 21 8 0.38
2 Security 13 11 0.85 Financial 7 7 1.0 Security 6 4 0.67
3 Customer 10 6 0.6 Customer 6 3 0.5 Customer 5 2 0.4
4
1 Trade 9 6 0.67 Trade 13 7 0.54 Trade 14 8 0.57
2 Security 12 10 0.83 Financial 7 7 1.0 Security 6 4 0.67
3 Customer 10 6 0.6 Customer 6 3 0.5 Customer 5 2 0.4
4 Financial 1 1 1.0 Security 4 6 0.67 Financial 7 7 1.0
Table 4.11: Comparison of Weighted k-Center clustering over the three distance
functions.
splitting one natural cateogry. More precisely, the pre-defined category Market
is represented by two smaller clusters in the summary, one centered at Security
and the other at Financial. We conclude that the clustering for dist = dists is
the most consistent with the predefined classification of TPCE, and the only
one capable of automatically discovering the correct number of categories, i.e.,
k = 3.
The above results are from TPCE-1. The results for TPCE-2 follow a similar
trend. In Figure 4.5, we plot the values acc(C) for the different clusterings
C, over both TPCE-1 and TPCE-2. The graph clearly shows that the most
accurate summaries are obtained for the distance dists, on both TPCE-1 and
TPCE-2. Although the differences among the three choices decrease on TPCE-
2, dists still outperforms the others.
We have also performed experiments using IC instead of IE, and compared
the results of Weighted k-Center for the three distance functions. The resulting





































Figure 4.5: Summary accuracy for Weighted k-Center with IE.
4.8 Summary
In this chapter, we propose a novel approach for summarizing relational schemas,
justified by limitations of previous methods. We have defined a new model
for table importance using well-known principles from information theory and
statistics. One of our main contributions is the definition of a metric distance
over schema tables, which allows us to develop a summarization algorithm with
provable guarantees, and may prove of independent interest. Finally, we have
conducted an extensive study on an independent benchmark schema, showing
that our approach is accurate and robust under changes in the data.
This work is published in the 35th International Conference on Very Large
Data Bases (VLDB) 2009 [66].
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CHAPTER 5
Summary Graphs for Relational
Database Schemas
Increasingly complex database systems require ever more sophisticated tools
to help users understand their schemas and interact with the data. Existing
tools fall short of either providing the “big picture,” or of presenting useful
connectivity information.
In this chapter we define summary graphs, a novel approach for summariz-
ing schemas. Given a set of user-specified query tables, the summary graph
automatically computes the most relevant tables and joins for that query set.
The output preserves the most informative join paths between the query tables,
while meeting size constraints. In the process, we define a novel information-
theoretic measure over join edges. Unlike most subgraph extraction work, we
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allow metaedges (i.e., edges in the transitive closure) to help reduce output
complexity. We prove that the problem is NP-Hard, and solve it as an integer
program. Our extensive experimental study shows that our method returns
high-quality summaries under independent quality measures.
5.1 Introduction
Given the current trend of increasingly large enterprise systems, with explosive
growth in both the data size and the complexity of the underlying schemas,
database management systems provide ever more advanced tools for helping
users understand and interact with the data. Current approaches include
custom-made forms and applications [33, 38], database browsers [16], and clus-
tering of tables based on their information content [63, 66, 67].
Forms and query applications provide significant assistance in accessing the
underlying data, but the user must be already familiar with the schema; or
else, they restrict the queries to a pre-computed set of typical tasks. Database
browsers are most useful for databases with partial or missing schema informa-
tion: they provide tools for discovering primary and foreign keys [16, 48, 70].
However, such detailed information can be overwhelming in an unfamiliar, com-
plex schema.
The recent work in [63, 66, 67] focuses on clustering database tables based
on semantic similarity, and presenting cluster representatives to the user. This
results in small, easy to understand summaries that help new users get an
overall picture of the database. However, essential information, such as the most
significant foreign/primary key constraints, is not present in the summary. In
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addition, users who have prior experience with the database may be interested
in tables that may not appear in the summary.
Our Goal In this chapter, we propose a novel summarization technique that
addresses the shortcomings of previous approaches. Our method automatically
computes an adaptive schema summary, which includes the most relevant tables
and their connections with respect to a user-specified set of query tables. We
call this graph the optimal summary graph of the database with respect to the
query set. In the following, we discuss the main challenges we must meet in
order to compute succinct and informative summary graphs.
5.1.1 Informative Join Paths
One of the most frequent scenarios we face in querying enterprise systems is as
follows: “I know the primary key of a tuple in table R. I need the information
corresponding to this tuple from tables S and T . How do I get to them?”
Consider, for example, the benchmark TPC-E schema, which simulates the
On-Line Transaction Processing (OLTP) workload of a brokerage firm. It con-
tains 32 tables, grouped into 3 main categories1: Customer, Market and Broker.
The database contains information about financial transactions: customer ac-
counts and their respective holdings, types of traded securities, information on
traded companies, broker fees, etc. The complete details of the TPC-E schema
is shown in Figure 5.1.
Let tables R,S, T be Customer, Security and Trade. There are combi-
natorially many join paths connecting each pair. Figure 5.2(a) shows the
1There is another category ‘Dimensions’, which contains tables of supplementary informa-
tion and is thus not mentioned here. We also omit table ‘Trade Request’ here as it is empty
































































































































union of three possible paths, one for each pair of tables. E.g., the join path
Customer−Status Type−Security returns, for a given customer id, all the se-
curities that have the same status (active, pending etc). Clearly, an analyst
is more likely to be interested in the securities held by a customer than in
those that share the same status. Implicitly, the user wants the join path with
the most relevant information. For this example, a much better join path is
Customer−Customer Account−Holding Summary−Security, which returns the
securities held by a customer.
Therefore, we need a measure of how informative each schema edge is. None
of the measures studied in prior work is particularly appropriate for this task,
as we discuss in Section 5.1.3. One of the contributions of this chapter is
the definition of an information-theoretic weight function over schema edges:
smaller weights correspond to more informative edges.
5.1.2 Succinct and Informative Summaries
What constitutes a “good” summary? An obvious answer is size: the smaller
the summary, the better. However, this cannot come at the expense of utility.
Compare the potential summaries in Figures 5.2(a) and (b). The graph in Fig-
ure 5.2(a) is smaller, but it contains join paths with little information content,
as discussed above. The graph in Figure 5.2(b) is clearly more informative. In
fact, it consists of the union of shortest paths between the query tables (using
the weight function mentioned above).
However, returning the union of shortest paths between query nodes is not














Figure 5.2: Possible output graphs for TPC-E. Query tables are shown as oval
nodes. (a) graph of size 4; (b) more informative graph of size 5.
a case for the 4 query tables drawn as oval nodes. There are 13 nodes in the
graph, out of 32 in the entire schema - not much of a summary. Our approach
will be to start from such a union of shortest paths, and reduce its complexity
so that the summary graph is small enough for users to understand. More
precisely, we restrict the number of non-query tables in the summary graph to
be less than a summary budget B. This, of course, means that we have to drop
some of the tables from the output, and replace some paths by metaedges (i.e.,
edges in the transitive closure of the schema graph). We define and solve an
optimization problem over the set of possible summary graphs.
Figure 5.3(b) shows the output of our algorithm for B = 2. Note that
the non-query tables we include are “hubs” that belong to multiple join paths.
As we show in Section 5.3, this is a consequence of the way we define our
optimization problem. A user presented with this summary deduces that, e.g.,
the most informative connection between tables Broker and Customer Taxrate
is via table Customer Account. If necessary, he can drill down and request more
nodes on this path from the original graph2.
























































Figure 5.3: Summary graphs for TPC-E. Query tables are shown as oval nodes.
(a) Union of shortest paths between query tables; (b) Optimal summary graph
for B = 2; (c) Non-optimal summary graph with B = 2.
By contrast, the graph in Figure 5.3(c) loses this hub routing information.
The graph was obtained by randomly choosing 2 tables from among the 9 non-
e.g., for each metaedge, a user may request the underlying path; or he may request the edges
adjacent to summary nodes (along the shortest paths). This increases the utility of the
summary, while keeping it uncluttered.
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query nodes in Figure 5.3(a). For query nodes Broker and Customer Taxrate,
the summary provides no connecting information. The fact that the graph in
Figure 5.3(b) is more informative than the one in Figure 5.3(c) is also reflected
by their total weights: the former has only 73% of the latter’s weight.
5.1.3 Prior Work
Weight functions: Early work on defining edge weights for data graphs focuses
on instance-level graphs, where the nodes are either tuples or values: [56, 35]
study graphs with homogenous edge semantics (e.g., co-authorship of papers);
[46] proposes heuristic weights for RDF graphs; in the keyword search literature,
edge weights are typically 1. However, graphs defined over database tuples are
inherently heterogenous (edges represent different kinds of joins). It is neither
trivial, nor particularly scalable, to define meaningful edge weights for tuples,
then aggregate them in a principled way at table level.
More recently, two table-similarity measures have been proposed in [67] and
our previous work in Chapter 4 [66], for clustering schema tables. The distance
based on [67] is asymmetric, and can have negative values (see Section 7.4
in [66] or Section 4.7.4 in Chapter 4). We use the measure in Chapter 4 [66] in
our experiments, and conclude that it is less accurate and consistent than our
proposed approach.
Subgraphs: A large body of work focuses on extracting “good” subgraphs
that connect query nodes: In keyword search [25, 37], the goal is to compute
trees connecting keyword occurences. Connection subgraphs [18] connect two
query nodes. The work on center-piece subgraphs [56, 55], and on entity-
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relationship subgraphs [22] is closest to our goal: for a given set of query nodes
and a budget constraint, output a connecting subgraph that meets the budget
and maximizes some ‘goodness’ measure. However, since the output cannot
contain metaedges, this means that shortest paths are not guaranteed to be
preserved (although most results try to minimize path lengths by incorporating
them in the definition of the goodness measure).
Related problems are studied in graph theory, e.g., minimum spanning
trees, Steiner forests, Steiner networks [59] - but none apply to our setting.
Algorithms for computing t-spanners [14] come closest: t-spanners preserve all
shortest paths, within a factor t. However, they may violate an order-preserving
condition that is important for join paths. See details in Section 5.2.
5.1.4 Our Contributions
We propose a new relational schema summarization approach that is adaptive
to user-specified tables of interest, and provides linkage information between
tables. Given a set of query tables and a summary budget, we define an op-
timization problem that selects the most relevant non-query tables as part of
the summary. In addition, the summary preserves the most informative join
paths between query tables. We prove that this problem is NP-Hard, and cast
it as an integer program (under some simplifying assumptions). The integer
program has an elegant structure, and can be solved efficiently by IP software.
See Section 5.3.
In Section 5.4 we define a novel weight function over schema edges, using
information theoretic measures that quantify the notion of informative joins.
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Finally, we conduct an extensive experimental study in Section 5.5 and
show that our approach computes highly relevant summaries. The relevance
is measured via two independent quality measures based on query logs. We
also compute summary graphs using the weight function in Chapter 4 [66], and
conclude that summaries using our information-theoretic weights are both more
relevant and more consistent.
5.2 Definitions
The schema graph G = (R, E) of a relational database is defined in the usual
manner: the nodes correspond to tables R ∈ R, and the edges to foreign/primary
key constraints (joins). Edges are undirected.
Let wt : E → R+ be a weight function over the edges of E , such that
wt(R,S) ≥ 0 for all (R,S) ∈ E . Function wt is a dissimilarity measure, i.e., the
smaller the weight wt(R,S), the more important the join connection between
tables R and S. A detailed discussion of how to choose wt is deferred to
Section 5.4. We extend wt to a distance function d, defined as the shortest
(weighted) distance in the graph between a pair of tables. More precisely, for
any path Π : R = R0−R1−· · · −Rα= S, let wt(Π) =
∑α−1
i=0 wt(Ri, Ri+1). For





In the summary graph, edges between nodes correspond to paths from the





























Figure 5.4: (a) Graph G; (b) Optimal summary graph of G, with respect to
query-set {R,S, T} and budget 1; (c) A non-optimal summary graph of G.
from the join edges E . Formally, Em={(R,S) | ∃Π = R − · · · − S path in G }
is the set of metaedges, and Gm = (R, Em) is the transitive closure of G (if G
is connected, Gm is a clique). The summary graph is a subgraph of Gm. We
extend the weight function to metaedges, as follows:
Definition 5.1. Let G be a schema graph. For each metaedge (R,S) ∈ Em, we
define wt(R,S) = dG(R,S).
Example 5.1: Figure 5.4(c) shows a subset of metaedges for the graph in
Figure 5.4(a). Note that the metaedge (R,B) has weight 0.3, which is the sum
of weights along the shortest path R−A−B. This is distinct from the weight
of 0.5 on the edge (R,B) from Figure 5.4(a). Hence, although tables R and B
have a join edge, their most informative connection is via joins with table A.
2
Our goal is to compute a summary graph with minimum sum of metaedge
weights (recall that smaller weights imply stronger connections between tables).
We now discuss the properties that summary graphs must satisfy. Let S =
(Rs, Es) be a summary graph of G with respect to a query set Q and budget
B. We want Q ⊆ Rs ⊆ R and Es ⊆ Em; also, to meet the budget, we need
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Figure 5.5: (a) Graph G; (b) One of several summary graphs of G, with budget
2; (c) Invalid summary graph of G: path order violation.
|Rs| ≤ |Q| + B. The summary must preserve shortest paths between query
tables, i.e., dS(R,S) = dG(R,S).
In addition, we also need an order-preservation condition, as explained be-
low: For each R,S ∈ Q, and for any shortest path Π in S, there must exist a
shortest path Π′ in G such that the sequence of tables in Π is a sub-sequence
of the sequence of tables in Π′.
Example 5.2: Figure 5.5 illustrates why we need such a condition. Suppose
that we want to summarize the graph G from Figure 5.5(a), where Q = {R,S}
and B = 2. There are many possible summaries, e.g., the path R−A−C − S
depicted in Figure 5.5(b). However, the path R−C−B−S in Figure 5.5(c) is
not a valid summary, even though it preserves the shortest distance between R
and S: tables R, C, B and S appear in a different order in Figure 5.5(c), than
in Figure 5.5(a). Presenting a user with the graph from Figure 5.5(c) would
give a false idea about the semantics of the database, since the logical order of
the joins is violated. 2
Order preservation conditions are not common in graph algorithms, and
make the problem more challenging. In particular, t-spanners [14] do not guar-
antee order preservation.
The following definition summarizes the above discussion.
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Definition 5.2. Let G = (R, E) denote a schema graph with weight function
wt over its edges, and let Em denote its metaedges. Let Q ⊆ R be a query set
and let B ≥ 0 be the summary budget. A graph S = (Rs, Es) is a summary
graph of G with respect to Q if it satisfies the following conditions:
(i) Q ⊆ Rs ⊆ R and |Rs| ≤ |Q|+ B.
(ii) For any pair of query nodes R,S ∈ Q, dG(R,S) = dS(R,S).
(iii) For any shortest path Π between R,S in S, there exists a shortest path Π′
between R,S in G such that the sequence of tables in Π is a sub-sequence
of the sequence of tables in Π′.
Given Q and B, a summary graph S is optimal if it minimizes wt(S) =
∑
e∈Es
wt(e) over all summary graphs of G with respect to Q and B.
Example 5.3: Figure 5.4 illustrates the importance of choosing an optimal
summary graph. Both graphs in Figure 5.4(b) and (c) are valid summary graphs
of the graph in Figure 5.4(a), with respect to the query set Q = {R,S, T} and
for budget B = 1. However, by retaining node A, which lies on all three
shortest paths (i.e., between pairs (R,S), (R, T ) and (S, T )), the graph in
Figure 5.4(b) has significantly lower weight. Thus, there is a direct connection
between optimizing the weight of a summary graph and choosing those nodes
that are “hubs” in the summary. 2
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5.3 Computing Summary Graphs
Computing the optimal summary graph is NP-Hard, as we show in Section 5.3.1.
Moreover, even approximate solutions seem elusive because of the order preser-
vation condition. The most common case of violating the order occurs because
of 0-weight edges, as in Figure 5.5(c). Other cases may occur because of multi-
ple shortest paths between two nodes. We have encountered both cases in our
experiments with the TPC-E database.
To reduce the complexity of the summary graph problem to more manage-
able levels, we propose the following heuristic preprocessing, which breaks ties
among shortest paths by adding random noise: Let ∆ denote the smallest dif-
ference, over all pairs (R,S), between the weights of the second-shortest, resp.
shortest, paths connecting R and S. Let n = |R| be the number of tables, and
ε = ∆/n. For each edge e ∈ E , we define wt′(e) = wt(e) + ν(e), where ν(e)
is a noise value drawn uniformly at random from (0, ε). It is easy to see that
any shortest path under wt′ is also a shortest path under wt: the weight of a
shortest path is increased by at most (n−1)ε < ∆. The reverse is not true: with
high probability, for each pair of nodes only one of the shortest paths under wt
is a shortest path under wt′ (we re-run the procedure in those rare events when
this fails).
In our experiments, ε ≈ 10−8. The resulting weights are all strictly positive.
Such changes could impact the combinatorial structure of the optimal summary
graph, as well as its weight. Let Q = |Q|. Figure 5.6 shows an example where
unlucky choices of noise may lead to a significantly worse summary graph. For





























Figure 5.6: Impact of noise on summary graphs. Query nodes are filled circles:
Q = 4. (a) original graph has summary of weight Θ(Q); (b) noisy graph has
summary of weight Θ(Q2).
so Q = 4. There are 2 shortest paths between each pair of query nodes; e.g.,
a−X−c and a−e−c are shortest paths of weight 2 between a and c. Similarly,
a−X − b and a− f − b are shortest paths between a and b. For budget B = 1,
the optimal summary graph chooses X as the budget node, and achieves weight
Q.
Suppose after adding noise, all edges incident to X have weight 1.2, and all
other edges have weight 1.1. Then X is no longer on any shortest path between
query nodes. Assume that the summary graph chooses, e.g., f as the budget
node (all other cases are symmetric). Then all query nodes, except a and b, are
connected by direct metaedges of weight 2.2. The summary graph is almost a
clique, of weight Θ(Q2).
Despite the above example, we believe that in practice adding edge noise
leads to good results, for the following two reasons:
- First, the effects of noise addition can be mitigated by conducting several
independent experiments, and reporting the best summary graph overall (where
the summary graphs are compared in terms of their original, noise-less weights).
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- Second, the most informative connections between tables should be re-
silient to the addition of small noise, so that they still appear in the summary
graphs. In other words, we do not expect real schema graphs to exhibit the
same sensitivity to noise as our made-up example in Figure 5.6. This intuition
is borne out by our experiments.
5.3.1 Properties of Summary Graphs
For the remainder of this chapter, we therefore assume that all weights are
non-zero, and that for every pair of nodes R,S ∈ R, there is a unique shortest
path connecting them in G. Even with these restrictions, the problem remains
NP-Hard. The following result follows by reduction from Clique in (n − 4)-
Regular Graphs.
Theorem 5.1. Let G be a schema graph. Computing the optimal summary
graph of G with respect to Q and B, where Q is a set of query nodes from G
and B is the summary budget, is NP-Hard.
Proof. The corresponding Summary Graph Decision problem is as follows:
Given query set Q, budget B and α > 0, is there a summary graph S of G with
respect to Q and B such that wt(S) ≤ α? The reduction is from the following
NP-Hard problem, called Clique in (n−4)-Regular Graphs: Given graph
J = (V, F ) on n vertices, each vertex having degree n − 4, and a number r, is
there a clique in J of size r?
We rephrase the summary graph decision problem as a choice of budget
nodes, which induces a summary graph. For any budget set B ⊆ R \ Q,






Figure 5.7: The reduction in the proof of Theorem 5.1: (a) an (n− 4)-regular
graph J ; (b) the corresponding graph G: solid edges have weight 1, dashed
edges have weight 1.5, and dotted edges (e.g., a− a′ and a− a′′) have weight 0.
induced by Q ∪ B. We now define f(B) = wt(S(B)). The decision problem is
to determine if there exists B ⊆ R \ Q, |B| ≤ B, such that f(B) ≤ α.
Reduction: Let J = (V, F ) be an arbitrary instance of Clique in (n− 4)-
Regular Graphs. Build a clique K on V , with edge weights wt(e) = 1 if
e ∈ F , and 1.5 otherwise. Now triple the size of the vertex set by adding, for
each node u ∈ V , two new nodes u′, u′′, and edges {u, u′} and {u, u′′}, both of
weight 0. See Figure 5.7. Let the schema graph G = (R, E) be the resulting
graph (which is not a clique) on 3n vertices, with edge weights 0, 1, or 1.5.
Choose Q = ∪u∈V {u
′, u′′}, i.e., all the 2n newly-added vertices. Choose budget

















We show that solving the summary decision problem for parameters Q, B
and α leads to a solution of Clique in (n− 4)-Regular Graphs. For all i, j ∈ Q,
Πij is as follows:
Case 1. If {i, j} = {u′, u′′} for some u, then Πij = u
′− u− u′′ and wt(Πij) = 0.
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Case 2. Otherwise, (i, j) ∈ {(u′, v′), (u′, v′′), (u′′, v′), (u′′, v′′)}, for some u 6= v,
and Πij is the unique 3-edge path from i to j; its first and last edges have cost
0 and its middle edge has cost 1 or 1.5, according to whether {u, v} is in F or
not, respectively.
In all cases, the Πij’s are unique shortest paths. Furthermore, every edge of
G is on one of the shortest paths.
Let B be a set of vertices in J of size B = r. We compute f(B): Pairs in
Case 1 contribute 0. For pairs in Case 2: if neither u nor v is in B, we get a
contribution of 4wt(u, v); if exactly one is, the contribution is 2wt(u, v); and if
both are, the contribution is wt(u, v). Let a be the number of edges in J both
of whose endpoints are in B; let b be the number of edges in J , exactly one of
whose endpoints are in B; and let c be the number of edges in J neither of whose






















]− a/2− b− 2c.










. Hence the goal is to minimize β − (a/2 +
b + 2c). Since the input graph is ∆-regular for ∆ = n− 4, a + b + c = (∆/2)n,
so c = (∆/2)n− a− b. Our goal is now to minimize (β −∆n) + (1.5a + b).
But 2a + b is the sum of degrees of the vertices in B, so 2a + b = ∆r.
Therefore 1.5a+b = ∆r−a/2. The goal now is to minimize (β−∆n+∆r)−a/2,





, i.e., achieve cost





= α, if and only if J has a clique of size r.
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However, although the problem of computing the optimal summary graph is
NP-Hard, we show that it is sufficient to compute the optimal summary graph
for a smaller graph P ⊆ G, which consists only of the shortest paths between
nodes of Q. We also prove a nice property of the optimal solution.
Propositon 5.1. Let Q be a set of query nodes in a schema graph G. Let P
be the union of shortest paths between pairs of nodes in Q. Then:
(i) Any optimal summary graph of G with respect to Q is also an optimal
summary graph of P with respect to Q, and vice versa.
(ii) Every metaedge (A,B) in an optimal summary graph of G (with respect
to Q) satisfies the property that A and B appear together on at least one of the
shortest paths in P (i.e., there are no cross-over metaedges connecting nodes
from different paths).
Proof. By definition of P , dP(R,S) = dG(R,S) for any pair of query nodes
R,S ∈ Q.
We prove (ii) first: Let S be an optimal summary graph of G with respect
to Q, and let (A,B) be an arbitrary edge in S. Then (A,B) must appear on at
least one shortest path Π = R − · · · − A − B − · · · − S in S, for some pair of
nodes R,S ∈ Q; otherwise, we could delete (A,B) and lower the total weight
of S. By definition, the shortest path Π must belong to P .
To prove part (i), we first show that S is a summary graph of P . From the
discussion above, any edge (A,B) of S is a metaedge in P (not just in G). In
addition, Definition 5.2, with P playing the role of G, is trivially verified. (Note
that dS(R,S) = dG(R,S) = dP(R,S) for any two query nodes R,S ∈ Q.)
Conversely, let S ′ be an optimal summary graph of P with respect to Q. We
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show that S ′ is a summary graph of G. Clearly, all edges in S ′ are metaedges
of G and Definition 5.2(i) is true. Let R,S ∈ Q be two arbitrary query nodes.
Then dS′(R,S) = dP(R,S) = dG(R,S), so Definition 5.2(ii) holds. Let Π1 be a
shortest path in S ′ between R and S. Since S ′ is a summary graph of P , there
must exist a shortest path Π2 in P , between R and S, so that all nodes in Π1
appear in the same order in Π2. By definition of P , and since the shortest path
between R and S is unique, Π2 is also the shortest path in G.
Since S is an optimal summary graph of G, and S ′ is a summary graph of
G, we deduce wt(S) ≤ wt(S ′). Similarly, the optimality of S ′ with respect to P
implies wt(S ′) ≤ wt(S). Therefore wt(S) = wt(S) and claim (i) is verified.
This allows us to formulate an elegant integer program over P , for which
existing IP solvers like cplex can quickly compute a solution. Moreover, the
size of P is often independent of the size of G: empirical studies on the so-
called “small world concept” [58] show that shortest paths often have constant
length, irrespective of the size of the underlying graph. Whenever this holds,
we conclude that |P| = O(|Q|2), making our solution highly scalable. (Recall
that Q is a query set reflecting user interest and/or display capacity, so we
expect |Q| ≈ 10.)
5.3.2 Integer Program
Let P denote the union of shortest paths between nodes in Q, as above. We
formulate the integer program over graph P .
Let xuv, u, v ∈ R, be metaedge variables, and yu, u ∈ R, be node variables;
xuv = 1, resp. yu = 1, if and only if metaedge (u, v), resp. node u, is in
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the summary graph. For technical reasons, we define the metaedges to be
directed. However, we require xuv = xvu for all (u, v), i.e., the summary graph
contains either both directed metaedges, or neither. This allows us to get rid
of directionality at the end, and return an undirected summary graph.
For each pair of query nodes i and j, we denote by Πij ∈ P the shortest path
between i and j. For each node u ∈ Πij, let Predij(u), resp. Succij(u), denote
the set of nodes that precede, resp. succeed, node u along path Πij, when
traversed from i to j. For example, in Figure 5.4(a), PredRT (B) = {R,A} and
SuccRT (B) = {T}. Let MetaNbrs(u) =
⋃
i,j∈Q(Predij(u) ∪ Succij(u)) denote
the set of all nodes preceding or succeeding u on any shortest path of P . We
















xuv ≥ 1, ∀Πij ∈ P
(4)
∑
v∈MetaNbrs(u) xuv ≤ yu|MetaNbrs(u)|, ∀u
(5)
∑
u 6∈Q yu ≤ B
(6) xuv = xvu, ∀u, v
(7) yu = 1, ∀u ∈ Q
(8) xuv, yu ∈ {0, 1}, ∀u, v
The following result states that the integer program is correct.
Propositon 5.2. The optimal solution of the above integer program is an op-
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timal summary graph of G with respect to query set Q and summary budget
B.
Proof. We prove that any feasible solution of the integer program is a summary
graph of P with no cross-over metaedges, and vice versa. By Proposition 5.1(ii),
the optimal solution of the integer program is an optimal summary graph of
P . Proposition 5.1(i) then implies that the optimal solution is also an optimal
summary graph of G.
Consider a feasible solution [x, y]. Inequalities (1)-(3) ensure that each pair
of query nodes i, j remains connected in the summary graph, via metaedges
along Πij : constraint (3) requires that we choose at least one metaedge (u, v)
along each path Πij. Constraints (1) and (2) require that, once (u, v) is chosen,
we must also choose some metaedges (w1, u) and (v, w2) along Πij. Appply-
ing constraints (1) and (2) iteratively to (w1, u) and (v, w2), we obtain that i
and j are connected by metaedges along path Πij. Clearly, this implies that
Definition 5.2(ii)-(iii) is satisfied for graph P .
Constraints (4), (5) and (7) ensure that Definition 5.2(i) is satisfied: con-
straint (4) ensures that, if we choose any metaedge with endpoint u in the
summary, then we also choose u in the summary, i.e., we count u towards the
budget. Constraint (5) is the budget restriction, and constraint (7) ensures
that Q is in the summary.
Conversely, if S is a summary subgraph of G with no crossover metaedges,
define xuv = 1, yu = 1 and yv = 1 for all metaedges (u, v) in S. Inequalities
(1)-(8) are clearly satisfied, so [x, y] is a feasible solution.
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5.4 Edge Weights
In this section, we propose a weight function over schema edges that quantifies
how informative they are using well-known concepts from information theory.
To arrive at a principled definition for a weight function, let us first consider
a subtle distinction. Let S − R − T be a path in the schema graph. There
are two possible paths corresponding to it at the column level, depending on
whether or not the two join edges of R involve the same column. For example,
Figure 5.8(a) shows a join path S −R− T that involves two different columns
of R, i.e., R.B and R.C. In this case, there is at least one more (implicit)
relationship that, while not depicted at schema level, is nevertheless used for
computing the join result: a co-occurence relationship for columns R.B and
R.C. More precisely, a tuple of values (x, y) satisfies such a relationship if the
tuple appears in the projection of R on {R.B,R.C}. Figure 5.8(a) depicts, in
fact, two such relationships inside table R (edges (R.B,R.A) and (R.A,R.C))
for reasons that we explain below. By contrast, if the path S −R− T entered
and exited table R on the same column, there would be no need to process any
co-occurences.
Our goal is to define the weights of schema edges in a way that accurately
reflects which of the two cases applies at column-level.
5.4.1 Column-Level Graph
We define the column-level graph corresponding to a schema graph, as follows.
All nodes in the graph are either primary keys in their respective tables, or



















Figure 5.8: (a) Example column graph: dashed rectangles represent tables;
circled nodes are primary keys; (b)Corresponding edge weights of the schema
graph.
are issued over columns for which a foreign/primary key constraint is specified
in the schema.) There is an edge between any foreign key and its primary key
- denoted inter-table edge; and between the foreign key and the primary key
of the table to which it belongs - denoted intra-table edge. For example, in
Figure 5.8(a), the inter-table edge (R.B, S.D) is included because there is a
foreign/primary key constraint between the two columns; while the intra-table
edge (R.A,R.B) is included because R.A is the primary key of R. However, the
edge (R.B,R.C) is not in the graph.
Note that, for the sequence of joins S.D − R.B; R.C − T.F , the path be-
tween S.D and T.F in the column-level graph contains two intra-table edges:
(R.A,R.B) and (R.A,R.C). Why not connect R.B and R.C directly? Recall
that an intra-table edge represents a co-occurence relationship. Since R.A is
the primary key of R, the semantics of the join S.D−R.B; R.C−T.F remains
the same, whether we regard it as traversing the single edge (R.B,R.C), or the
two edges (R.A,R.B) and (R.A,R.C). However, the combinatorial structure
of the two possible paths in the column-level graph is different. Moreover, the
edge weights based on mutual information can be impacted by whether or not
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one endpoint is a primary key. For a fair comparison with inter-table edges
(which always have one endpoint a primary key), we require all edges to have
one endpoint a primary key.
Multi-column keys: Every multi-column key is a node in the column level
graph, connected to the primary key of its tables. Multi-column foreign/primary
key constraints are represented as edges between the respective nodes.
We define edge weights in the column-level graph described above, using
information-theory measures and then extend them to weights in the schema
graph.
5.4.2 Mutual Information
Before describing how we define the column-level edge weights, we briefly review
the relevant definitions from information theory.
Let (X,Y ) denote a joint distribution. For each tuple (x, y) ∈ (X,Y ), let
p(x, y) define the frequency with which the tuple (x, y) appears in the joint




p(x, y),∀x ∈ X,
i.e., the frequency with which x appears as the first value in a tuple from (X,Y ).
Similarly, ∀y ∈ Y , let pY (y) =
∑
x p(x, y) denote the marginal probability on













Hence, the entropy of the join distribution (X,Y ) is
H(X,Y ) = −
∑
x,y
p(x, y) log p(x, y).
Similarly, the entropy of X conditional on Y is
H(X|Y ) = −
∑
x,y
p(x, y) log p(x|y).
Simple calculations show that the mutual information can also be expressed
as I(X,Y ) = H(X,Y ) − H(X|Y ) − H(Y |X). This implies that I(X,Y ) ≤
H(X,Y ), so H(X,Y )− I(X,Y ) is positive. Moreover, the function
D(X,Y ) =





is a metric distance [36] with D(X,X) = 0 and D(X,Y ) ∈ [0, 1]. It is easy to
see that D(X,Y ) = 0 if and only if H(Y |X) = H(X|Y ) = 0, i.e., distribution
X completely determines distribution Y and vice versa.
Thus, if X and Y are database columns (and we define their joint dis-
tribution appropriately), distance D meets our goal for edge weights: it is
a dissimilarity measure, i.e., the smaller the D, the closer the columns are.
Note also that when, e.g., Y is a primary key column, then H(X|Y ) = 0 and
I(X,Y ) = H(X,Y ) − H(Y |X) is generally larger than if neither X nor Y
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is a primary key. To insure a fair comparison between edges, we enforce the
condition that all edges have one endpoint a primary key.
5.4.3 Defining Weights
Column-level Graph We define the weight of an edge (C1, C2) in the column-
level graph to be D(C1, C2), where D(·, ·) is the distance function defined above.
Columns C1 and C2 are regarded as distributions of values (or distributions of
tuples, if they are multi-columns). However, to apply function D, we also need
to specify the joint distribution of C1 and C2.
When C1 and C2 belong to the same table R, we define their joint distri-
bution (C1, C2) to be the projection of R on {C1, C2}, consistent with prior
work [34]. For the case when C1 and C2 belong to different tables, we are not
aware of any prior result that defines a joint distribution based on their join.
We propose using the output of the full outer join as their joint distribution.
The reason is that, unlike the inner join, the outer join contains values that
do not match, i.e., pairs of type (val,NULL). We want our weight function
to be aware of such pairs, and penalize those joins with excessive numbers of
unmatched values.
Example 5.4: Suppose that in Figure 5.8, the projection of R on (A,B) is as
follows:
A 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
B 2 2 1 2 3 5 5 6
By simple calculations, I(A,B)=1
8
(3 log 8+3 log 8
3
+2 log 4)≈ 2.155, and H(A,B) =
log 8 = 3. We have D(A,B) ≈ 0.28. 2
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Example 5.5: Suppose that in Figure 5.8, the foreign key column E has values
{1, 1, 2}, and the primary key column F has values {1, 2, 3, 4}. The result of
the full outer join is:
F 1 1 2 3 4










We have D(E,F ) ≈ 0.21. 2
Schema Graph We are now ready to define the weight function for table-
level edges, as follows. Let (R,S) be an edge in the schema graph. Then
wt(R,S) is the (minimum) sum of weights between the primary keys of tables
R and S, along the column-level path that contains only columns from R and
S. For example, in Figure 5.8(a), we compute wt(R,S) = wt(R.A,R.B) +
wt(R.B, S.D) = 0.38. In general, there may be another column-level path be-
tween R and S - say, if a foreign key column of S was connected to R.A. In that
case, wt(R,S) would be the minimum of the two path weights. Figure 5.8(b)
shows the weights of schema edges corresponding to Figure 5.8(a).
5.5 Experimental Evaluation
We conduct our experimental evaluation over the TPC-E [57] benchmark database,
which simulates the On-Line Transaction Processing (OLTP) workload of a bro-
kerage firm. We choose a benchmark database for two reasons: First, it has a
well-specified schema, including all foreign/primary key constraints. Second, it




Number of Customers 1,000 5,000
Initial Trade Days 20 10
Scale Factor 1,000 36,000
Table 5.1: Parameters of EGen for TPC-E.
We evaluate the quality and complexity of our summary graphs in several
directions: the quality of our weight function is compared with that of the
function proposed in Chapter 4 [66]; the effect of choosing budget tables based
on the integer program is compared with random strategies; and the effect of
different choices for the query set Q. is evaluated. We also discuss a different
choice of quality measures, which can be used in the absence of a query log.
5.5.1 Experimental Setup
We generate two database instances for the TPC-E schema, using EGen v3.143,
with parameters listed in Table 5.1. The instances, which we call TPCE-1 and
TPCE-2, have significantly different table sizes. Thus, we verify the robustness
of our method over different datasets, but for the same schema. Of the 33 tables
in the TPC-E schema, one table (Trade Request) is populated only during active
transactions. Since no active transactions are considered, all experiments are
performed on the remaining 32 tables.
All methods are implemented in Java, and evaluated on a PC with 2.33GHz
Core2 Duo CPU and 3.25G RAM.








Figure 5.9: The frequency f(T ) of each table T in the database-footprints of
TPC-E transactions.
5.5.2 Quality Measures
To evaluate the quality of our results, we propose two measures that quan-
tify how well a summary graph represents the tables and edges occuring most
frequently in a query log. The intuition is that the most informative tables
and edges in a database are also the most frequently queried. Exceptions may
happen. As discussed in Chapter 4 [66], a daily report could ask, e.g., for trans-
actions by customers in a specific geographic area, thus touching the relatively
unimportant table Address. Nevertheless, these measures are an independent
validation of our summaries.
Let f(T ) denote the frequency with which a table T appears in the trans-
action log. Similarly, let f(R,S) be the frequency of edge (R,S) in the log.
Details about the TPC-E transaction log are discussed at the end of this sec-
tion. Figure 5.9 shows all the table frequencies in TPC-E.
Definition 5.3. Let G = (R, E) be a schema graph and S = (Rs, Es) be a
summary graph of G with respect to query set Q and budget B. A table T is
covered by S, denoted T ≺ S, if T ∈ Rs. An edge (R,S) ∈ E is covered by S,
denoted (R,S) ≺ S, if (R,S) appears on a shortest path between query tables
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in Q, and at least one of the tables R or S is covered by S.
The reason for the above definition of covered edges is as follows. First, recall
that the edges Es of S are metaedges of G. Some of them may coincide with
edges from E , but in general this is unlikely. Therefore, it would be pointless to
say that an edge is covered if it appears in S. The next best thing is to define
an edge as covered if it appears on a shortest path between a pair of query
tables in Q. However, this does not help us compare different summary graphs
for the same query set Q. We therefore add the additional requirement that
at least one endpoint of the edge appears in the summary. This is consistent
with the summary usage discussed in Section 5.1, where users can request edges
adjacent to summary nodes.
We define our independent quality measures as follows.
Definition 5.4. Let G = (R, E) be a schema graph and S = (Rs, Es) be a
summary graph of G.










(iii) The density of S is |Es|
|Rs|
.
Assuming that the transaction log frequency of tables and edges is propor-
tional to their importance, then the first two measures reflect the fraction of
table, resp. join edge, importance captured by the summary. The last measure
reflects the complexity of the output: the smaller the density, the easier the
graph is to understand.
For TPC-E, the distribution of join edge frequencies is significantly more
skewed than that of table frequencies, with a few edges having very high fre-
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quencies. Therefore, as we see throughout this section, differences in table
coverage among various summary graphs are more pronounced than in join
coverage (whenever summary graphs include the same heavy edges, they have
nearly identical join coverage, despite being otherwise quite different).
Transaction Log The TPC-E benchmark comes with 12 transactions [1],
including one clean-up transaction, simulating customer and broker interactions
with the system and the behavior of real market. As these transactions reflect
the usage of the database, we view them as a special form of query log for TPC-
E. The database-footprint [1] of each transaction lists all the tables and columns
involved, as well as the corresponding operations over them. We conduct an
analysis on all the database footprints and record the number n(T ) of operations
performed on each table T over different columns or entire rows. Then f(T ) =
n(T )/
∑
R∈R n(R). We also analyze the pseudo-code of all transactions and
record the number of times when a join between a pair of tables R and S is
issued. Let n(R,S) be this number. Then f(R,S) = n(R,S)∑
(A,B)∈E n(A,B)
.
5.5.3 Comparing Weight Functions
We compare the quality of summary graphs obtained from two different weight
functions: The first function, which we refer to as MI, is the one we defined
in Section 5.4. The second function, denoted MAF, is based on the distance
measure proposed in Chapter 4 [66] (the abbreviations stand for Mutual Infor-
mation, resp. Matched Average Fanout). We briefly introduce the definition of
the MAF weight as follows.








































Figure 5.10: Table coverage of summary graphs (B=2) based on MI and MAF
weights.
R be a table with tuples τ1, . . . , τn and e = (R,S) be an adjacent join edge.
For each τi, fanoute(τi) is the number of tuples in S which τi joins with along
e. Let q be the number of tuples in R with fanoute(τi) > 0. The matching
fraction of R with respect to e is fe(R) = q/n, and the matched average fanout




. The strength of edge (R,S)
was defined as strength(R,S) = fe(R)fe(S)
mafe(R)mafe(S)
. It is a similarity measure.




which is a dissimilarity measure. This extends to a distance function in G
that is different from the one in Chapter 4 [66], but the shortest paths are
identical under both distances: For a path pi : A = R0 − R1 − . . . − Rα = B,
wtMAF (pi) = −
∑α
i=1 log(strength(Ri−1, Ri)). Then dG(A,B) is achieved on the
path that maximizes the product Πistrength(ei) over its edges - the same as in
Chapter 4 [66].
Let Q = |Q|. We vary Q from 3 to 7 and generate, for each value, 100
different sets of query tables, randomly chosen from the 32 tables of TPC-E. For
each set of query tables, we then generate up to 5 summary graphs by varying




















































































Figure 5.12: Density of summary graphs (B=2) based on MI and MAF weights.
contains less than 4 non-query nodes, so we generate fewer summary graphs.
(We have run experiments with higher values for Q and B, but as Q + B
approaches the total number of tables 32, all coverage values converge to 1 and
the differences between different settings become insignificant. We therefore
report results for Q + B ≤ 9 ≈ 28% of tables, which we believe is a reasonable
summary size.)
For a fixed setting of Q and B, we compute the average coverage of all
summary graphs generated for those values. Figures 5.10 and 5.11 show how
the table and join coverage vary for different values of Q and for B = 2. We then






















































































Figure 5.14: Join coverage of summary graphs (Q=4) based on MI and MAF
weights.
and 5.14. Clearly, summary graphs based on MI weights achieve higher table
and join coverage than those based on MAF weights, for both TPCE-1 and
TPCE-2. Note that we use the same query sets Q in both TPCE-1 and TPCE-
2, and for both MI and MAF.
Not only is the quality of summary graphs higher under the MI weights,
but their complexity is smaller. Figures 5.12 and 5.15 show that the density of
summary graphs for MI weights is consistently smaller than the density of sum-
mary graphs under MAF weights. The densities in Figure 5.12 are computed






































Figure 5.15: Density of summary graphs (Q=4) based on MI and MAF weights.
in Figure 5.13. Since graph density is directly correlated to ease of understand-
ing, we conclude that MI-based summary graphs are both more informative
and more concise than their MAF-based counterparts.
Clearly, the differences in the quality of results are due to the fact that
the input values for the corresponding integer programs are different. The
most striking difference is that for some sets Q, the shortest paths between
query tables are different under the two weight functions. We illustrate such
an example in Figure 5.16, which shows several summary graphs obtained for
query tables Customer, Holding Summary, Company and Industry.
When B = 0, the MAF-based summary graph has one more edge be-
tween Customer and Company. This is because the shortest path between
these two tables is different from that based on MI, which goes through Hold-
ing Summary. The difference becomes clearer when B = 2: For MI-based
weights, the shortest path between Customer and Company goes through tables
Customer Account, Holding Summary and Security. Hence, when B = 0 and
B = 1, this path is summarized as Customer−Hold-ing Summary−Company.






































Figure 5.16: Summary graphs based on MAF, resp. MI weights.
Company goes through table Address. For B = 0, it can only be summa-
rized as the metaedge Customer−Company. This example also illustrates how
a user could drill down for details: e.g., requesting details on the metaedge
Customer−Company in the summary graph for MAF and B = 0 brings up the
path Customer−Address−Company.
However, the main difference in these graphs is qualitative. The MAF-based
shortest path Customer−Address−Company is almost meaningless. It connects
customers and companies that share an address - which may be coincidental. By
contrast, the MI-based shortest path between Customer and Company conveys
significant information about the operations of the brokerage firm simulated by
TPC-E.
Consistency: The values reported in Figures 5.10, 5.11, 5.13 and 5.14 indi-
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cate that summary graphs based on the MI weight achieve consistent coverage
for both TPCE-1 and TPCE-2. By contrast, results based on MAF weights are
more instance-dependent, with graphs in TPCE-1 having worse table coverage
than those in TPCE-2.
For the remainder of this section, we focus only on MI weights. Given their
consistency, we report only results for TPCE-1.
5.5.4 Choosing Budget Tables
In this section, we evaluate the effect that our strategy for choosing budget
tables has on the coverage and density of summary graphs. Clearly, one strategy
we could compare against is choosing the budget nodes randomly from graph
P , which is the union of shortest paths that connect query tables. However,
for many of query sets we have generated, the corresponding graphs P contain
fewer than 5 nodes. Choosing, e.g., 2 nodes randomly out of 5 is a high variance
experiment, which cannot be mitigated by reporting the average over many
trials (there are only 10 possible outcomes, one of which coincides with that of
the integer program).
Coordinated Summary Graphs: Instead, our experiments are conducted un-
der the following scenario. Let the vertex size S = Q + B of the summary
graph be fixed. A baseline strategy we compare with is to randomly choose all
S nodes in the output. On the other hand, we can choose only the Q query
nodes randomly, for some fixed Q, and the remaining S − Q budget nodes
based on our integer program method. Varying Q from some minimum value





























Table Coverage ΦtJoin Coverage Φj
(b)
Figure 5.17: Density and coverage for coordinated summary graphs, for Q+B =
7.
random vertex sets. To control the effects of randomness and have consistent
comparisons, we enforce the condition that the query set of size Q is a subset
of the query set of size Q + 1, for Qmin ≤ Q ≤ S. We say that such query sets,
and their corresponding summary graphs, are coordinated.
In our experiments, we set S = 7 and Qmin = 4. For Q = Qmin, we generate
100 different query sets of size Q, each chosen independently at random from
the tables in TPC-E. For each such query set in turn, we generate a series
of coordinated query sets for Q = 5, 6, 7, and compute coordinated summary
graphs using budget B = S−Q. Some of these series are incomplete; e.g., there
may be no summary graph with Q = 4 and B = 3 because there are only 2
non-query vertices in the union of shortest paths. We dropped the incomplete
series from our experiments, leaving us with 85 series of coordinated graphs.
(This is the reason we set Qmin = 4 and S = 7: over all the choices we tried,
this resulted in the largest number of complete series).
We report the quality measures on the resulting summary graphs in Fig-
ure 5.17. We show the averages over the 85 summary graphs corresponding
to each value Q. Figure 5.17(a) shows the trend in graph density. Because
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Q + B = 7, the total number of nodes in all summary graphs is the same.
However, the graph density (and therefore, the number of edges) increases with
decreasing budget nodes. The average graph density for Q = 7, B = 0 is al-
most twice that for Q = 4, B = 3. As the total number of nodes remains the
same, the total number of edges in the summary increases. This indicates that
the budget nodes we choose help reduce the complexity of summary graphs
considerably.
Next, we evaluate the effect of budget nodes over the table and join coverage
of summary graphs. Increasing the number of randomly chosen tables from
Q = 4 to Q = 7 makes the average table coverage Φt drop from 34% to 20%;
see Figure 5.17(b). This indicates that our strategy for choosing budget nodes
increases the quality of the graphs (while reducing their complexity, as discussed
above). The join coverage Φj has a different trend: it first increases slightly
with Q, then decreases. We believe this can be explained as follows: Adding
a new query table to the set means adding more shortest paths connecting it
to other query tables. Thus, the set of edges over which the integer program is
defined is larger, and we have a higher chance of increasing the join coverage.
However, this chance is dampened by the fact that for higher Q we have lower B,
and therefore fewer choices of budget nodes (recall that only edges adjacent to
nodes in the summary count towards the join coverage). Of these two opposite
forces, the former seems to have slightly higher impact, resulting in the trend
in Figure 5.17(b). However, for Q = 7, i.e., for the case when we have no choice
in budget nodes, the join coverage drops significantly, to the lowest value in the
graph.
We conclude that our strategy for choosing budget nodes has meaningful
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effects on both the complexity and the quality of the resulting summary graphs.
5.5.5 Choosing Query Tables
Our previous experiments were conducted over randomly chosen sets of query
tables. This simulates the way a large variety of queries would be asked of the
system, by users with different needs or expertise.
In this section, we study how the quality of the summary graphs is impacted
by several deterministic strategies for choosing the query sets. These choices
can be regarded as the system’s recommendations for users who do not have
any specific query plans. Rather, such users may want a quick understanding
of the most significant functionality of the database. Computing the summary
graphs for such system-chosen query sets can be regarded as an extension of
the results from [67] and our previous work in Chapter 4 [66]. More precisely,
we choose the query sets based on the important tables and cluster outputs
from Chapter 4 [66]. However, by computing summary graphs based on them,
we provide significant additional information on the schema.
We studied four deterministic strategies for query table selection, as follows
(see Chapter 4 [66] for related definitions):
-TI: Select tables in decreasing order of Table Importance.
-CC: Select tables in the sequence in which they are chosen as Cluster Cen-
ters.
-CTI: Group tables into k clusters. In the ith (1 ≤ i ≤ Q) iteration, select
the table with current maximum Table Importance among clusters with fewer























































































Figure 5.19: Coverage of summary graphs (Q=4) for different strategies of
choosing query sets.
-CID: Group tables into k clusters. In the first k iterations, choose the
cluster centers. In the ith (k + 1 ≤ i ≤ Q) iteration, choose the table with
current maximun weighted distance to its cluster center, among clusters with
fewer than ⌈i/k⌉ selected tables.
We study the effect of these strategies on the coverage and graph complexity
of summary graphs, and compare them with the random method. For the latter,
we choose 100 random query sets for each given size Q, and report the average
measures over the results.
Figure 5.18 shows the table and join coverage, when the query sets are
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chosen via the 4 deterministic strategies and the random method. We report
the results for B = 0, i.e., the quality of the graphs is determined only by the
choice of query tables. Note that the 4 deterministic strategies achieve similar
table coverage, which is significantly higher than the table coverage of the
random method. In fact, the improvement of any deterministic strategy over
the random method is more than 100% across the board; e.g., in Figure 5.18(a)
and for Q = 5, the table coverage of the random method is less than 20%, while
the deterministic methods achieve more than 40%. Notice also that for Q = 7,
deterministic strategies achieve table coverage of ≈ 50%, with summary graphs
that contain only ≈ 22% of the tables. We conclude that the deterministic
strategies are extremely efficient in selecting the tables with highest query log
frequencies.
For the join coverage, the differences between deterministic and random
strategies are smaller, with the random method achieving comparable coverage
for higher Q.
Finally, we compare the combined effect of query and budget choices. We
fix Q = 4 and vary B from 0 to 2 (the largest possible value in the deterministic
case). The results for all deterministic methods are virtually identical, so we
report only one set, dubbed Deterministic, in Figure 5.19. As before, the
deterministic methods achieve higher table coverage, as well as join coverage,
compared to the random method. Note, however, that the difference in coverage
decreases with increasing B. This indicates that the random method benefits
from our strategy of choosing budget nodes.
The corresponding graph densities of the summary graphs in these exper-









































Figure 5.20: Graph density of summary graphs.
lower graph complexity than random method, with the differences becoming
more significant as Q increases. For fixed Q = 4 and varying B, graph densi-
ties decrease with increasing B, for the random method. For the deterministic
methods, the density is 1 (the smallest possible) for all B. See Figure 5.20(b)).
5.5.6 Coverage Measures without Query Log
Our definitions of coverage use the frequency of tables and joins in the query
log, to arrive at independent quality measures. However, for many databases,
such query logs are not available. To compare summary graphs over databases
in the absence of logs, we need alternative, instance-based measures.
In this section, we propose a different definition for table coverage, based
on the notion of table importance from Chapter 4 [66]. In addition, we pro-
pose a definition for join coverage based on a combination of table importance
and mutual information on edges. Clearly, the latter is related to our weight
function, so it is not completely independent of our methods for generating
summary graphs. Nevertheless, we show that these measures are very close to
the corresponding measures based on the query log, for TPC-E. Therefore, they
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Query Set Choice TI CC CTI CID Random
∆t 0.041 0.044 0.051 0.039 0.040
∆j 0.030 0.018 0.051 0.020 0.053
Table 5.2: Average differences between Φ and µ over query sets chosen by
different strategies (for all 3 ≤ Q ≤ 10 and 0 ≤ B ≤ 10.)
can provide a valid picture on the quality of our outputs, and are a good proxy
for the cases when no query logs are available.
Definition 5.5. Let G = (R, E) be a schema graph and S = (Rs, Es) be a
summary graph of G. Let I(T ) denote the importance of table T (as in Chap-
ter 4 [66]). For any edge (R,S) ∈ E, let I(R,S) and H(R,S) denote the mutual
information, resp. the entropy, of the joint distribution along join (R,S) as de-















The above definition of table coverage is straightforward: the most rele-
vant tables are those with highest table importance (instead of highest query
frequency). For the join coverage, the intuition is as follows. It is natural to
define the relevance of an edge as proportional to the average relevance of its
endpoints, i.e., I(R,S) ∼ I(R)+I(S)
2
. However, we dampen this value by the
strength of the connection along the join edge. Note that I(R,S)
H(R,S)
= 1−D(R,S)
is a similarity measure, and 0 ≤ I(R,S)
H(R,S)
≤ 1 (recall the definition of D(·, ·) from
Section 5.4.3).
For any summary graph, we define ∆t = |Φt−µt| and ∆j = |Φj−µj|, where
Φt and Φj are the query log-based measures from Definition 5.4. Table 5.2 shows
the average ∆t and ∆j over all summary graphs computed in Section 5.5.5. All
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differences are small, both in absolute and in relative terms; i.e., ∆t/Φt ≤
15%). Hence, the instance-based coverage measures are a valid alternative in
the absence of query logs.
5.6 Summary
We have introduced a novel concept for summarizing complex schema graphs,
called summary graph. The summary is adaptive to user-specified query tables,
and preserves the most informative join paths between queries. We have also
defined an information-theoretic weight for join edges, which may prove of
independent interest. Our extensive experimental study validates our weight
definition, as well as our summary model.
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Increasingly complex database systems require ever more sophisticated tools to
help users understand the schemas and interact with the data. Existing tools
fail to provide the “big picture” of complex schemas and present useful connec-
tivity information among tables. In this dissertation, we have proposed three
approaches to fill these gaps by extracting new schema information from query
logs and database instances. We have achieved three objectives to improve user
experience with database exploration.
Our first objective is to help users, especially those without much knowledge
about the target database schema, to formulate complex join queries over large
databases. In Chapter 3, we have proposed a novel framework that could create
join query recommendations automatically matching minimum user specifica-
tions, based on analysis of query logs. Inspired by program slicing techniques,
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which extract parts of a program that affect the value of a give variable, we ex-
tract query slices, which are join paths connecting a pair of input-output tables,
from each query in the log. We identified several quality measures to enable
choosing a good join query among the many possibilities by recombining query
slices, and defined efficient algorithms to generate complex join queries under
each quality measure. To the best of our knowledge, this work is the first on
SQL query logs mining for recommending join queries. All types of users could
benefit from this work as common users could run the recommended queries
directly to obtain the data they want while experts could use the recommended
queries as references and make their own modifications if necessary.
The second objective in this dissertation is to present users with an overview
of a large complex database schema, helping them obtain a quick understanding
of the database. In Chapter 4, we have proposed a novel summarizing technique
for relational schemas, addressing limitations of previous methods. Given a
relational database instance, our approach is able to generate a concise and
precise summary of the database schema, summarizing and showing the most
important information a database contains as well as the essential tables where
the information resides. As part of the approach, we proposed a new model
for quantifying the importance of each table based on well-known principles
from information theory and statistics. We also defined a metric distance over
schema tables, allowing us to develop a summarization algorithm with provable
guarantees. Through an extensive experimental study over an independent
benchmark schema, we have shown that our approach could generate accurate
schema summary and is robust under changes in the data.
The third objective is to show useful connectivity information among a set
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of user-specified tables, helping users comprehend these relationships of the
tables. To achieve this objective, we have proposed, in Chapter 5, another
summarization technique for relational schemas. It differs from the approach
proposed in Chapter 4 in many aspects. The summarization method proposed
in Chapter 4 tries to summarize the whole schema, and shows critical informa-
tion and tables. The connectivity among tables is overlooked in the resulting
summary, while the summarization method in Chapter 5 aims to summarize
the relationships among a set of query tables. In the summaries generated,
which we call summary graphs, the most informative join paths between query
tables are well preserved. Further, the summary graphs are adaptive to user-
specified query tables. Given a set of user-specified query tables, the summary
graphs automatically compute the most relevant tables and joins for that query
set. We prove that this problem is NP-Hard, and we solve it as an integer pro-
gram. We also identified several independent quality measures, under which
our method is able to return high-quality summaries verified by an extensive
experimental study. With the help of these adaptive summary graphs, users
are able to formulate join queries among any tables of their interest effortlessly.
Besides the above results, another contribution of this dissertation is defi-
nition of metric distances over schema tables, which may be of independent in-
terest. We have defined two distance functions in Chapter 4 and 5 respectively.
The first distance function proposed in Chapter 4 takes into consideration two
specific properties of joins between tables, while the second distance function
proposed in Chapter 5 is a novel information-theoretic measure over join edges.
Both distances could serve the function well in summarizing a whole database
schema; while the second distance performs better in adaptive summary graphs.
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6.1 Future Work
Although our query recommendation framework could generate complex join
queries based on user-specified input-output tables, it is currently not adaptive
to frequent changes of user requests. As our method is based on analysis of
query logs, even if new query logs are analyzed at high frequency, it is still
unable to make any query recommendation if the input-out tables that a user
specifies have never been queried in any historical query. Therefore, it would be
helpful to incorporate user feedback in our framework. For example, users with
high credibility, such as DBAs (Database Administrator), will be allowed to
add into the system new query slices connecting new input-output table pairs
with appropriate support. How to evaluate these new slices and adjust their
scores of support with new query logs remains future work.
We have proposed two summarization techniques with different goals in
this dissertation. The resulting summaries enable new ways of browsing large
complex relational database schemas. Currently, the two techniques are im-
plemented as prototypes and evaluated over benchmark databases. It would
be interesting to incorporate both techniques with existing DBMSs to per-
form their tasks to help users understand database schemas and working with
the data. The performance and scalability of our techniques over much larger
datasets may also need to be tested.
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